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FLOTORS VillICH CONTRIBUTE TO THE LIALADJUSTMENT
OF THE BOYS OF h.L.SABIN HIGH SCHOOL

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

STATEENT OF PROBLEM

The tragedy of the unadjusted school child

has so frequently resulted in an even greater trag-

edy of the unadjusted adult that school authorities

everywhere are finding it one of their major respon-

sibilities to give careful consideration to the unde-

sirable behavior symptoms of children. The preven-

tion of crime in even a moderate w:.y is a challenge

the school cannot afford to ignore, neither can it

hope to win success in tLe adjust_eat and solving of

every ;)roblem. Baker and Traphageal write:

It has gradually become a recognized
reality that adult behavior flows
from the experiences and behavior of
childhood and youth. It is in the
early years that genuinely dependable
steps can be taken forw-rd towards a
more eauable, a more satisfying, a
more enjoyable and a more sound adult
society.

The causes of crime are manifold but among the

Baker, Harry and Traphagen, Virginia; The Diag-
nosis and Treatment of Behavior rroblem Children.
p. 8
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major contributing factors that create criminality

among the youth of the nation are poor environment,

lack of recreational outlet, economic conditions,

unhealthy housing and living conditions, and inade-

quate educational facilities. The steady guidance

and companionship of parents interested in the child's

future advancement and welfare are vital needs if he

is to grow with a respect for law and self discipline.

when the parents fail to provide proper guid-

ance the educator must assume the duties of foster

parentage. Thse who compose the educational system

of the United States should realize this vast respon-

sibility and should seize the opportunity to utilize

it to the fullest extent. Youth must be directed in

channels where they will absorb ideas that will make

them useful future citizens of the nations. The task

we face is mainly one of education. If a means can be

found by which a child can be made a happier, health-

ier, more contenteu individual as well as a better con-

tributing ..eber to society, then al L the time spent

and cost expended wil not have been in vain.

A behavior roblem might be defined as one

which varies sufficiently from normal behavior to

cause the teacher to feel that the child c72nnot be

managed satisfactorily with the group. Such cases
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include those of disobdience, truancy, aggressiveness

excessive timidity, emotional instability, as well as

the depressed type, the psycopathic, and many others

who continually disturb the otherwise well disciplin-

ed class room.

The responsibility for studying the difficulty

of these children, for analyzing the cause or causes

of their anti-social conflict, and for meeting their

needs and prescribing a remedy falls upon the schools

and their staff of workers, who ar, in a position to

diagnose their cases.

Kaadel2 says that the functions of the school

are as follows:

1. To provide the right kind of
environment which is best suit-
ed to individual and social ee-
velopment.

2. To stimulate and cuide healthy
growth in this environent.
To enable children to acquire
the habits, skills, knowledge,
interests, and attitudes of ind
which they will need for living
a full and useful life.

4. To set standards of behavior,
effort, and attainment, by which
they can measure their own conduct.
hence, the central problem of an
education based upon experience
is to select the kind of present
experiences that live fruitfully
anc creatively in subsequent ex-
periences.

2 Kindel, T.L. Jonflicting Theories of iklucetion, p.
252
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hs social and industrial conditions force the

school to continue education beyond the generally ac-

cepted school age limit, the problem of providing ade-

quately for this group confronts us more thLn ever be-

fore. ;.hen the school comes to the full realiation

that understanding children is of prime importance

and that subject matter is secondary, then avail we

help each child to realize his own abilities lather

ths.i to strug6le for im.possible attainments set up

by a school system. 6-pears" points out that:

1.;ducation on the secondary school
level no longer stands as a matter
of storing up kn,wledge in school
to act as a reacy first-aid kit in
any future em rgency. The teacher
of the old school "poured on" the
culture without question, the test
of schooling being how much the
student could ,ive back when ques-
tioned. The teacher today turns
his attention to the best adjust-
ment of the individual child to his
..ere- and -now problems Ls the best
assurance of his continued satis-
factory adjustment in after school
life. Thus, integration implies
integration with one's cultural
surroundings sac ingegro tion vdthin
oneself as a whole, no slier. line
distinuishing the one aspect from
the other.

3 .pears, ha-.cold; secondary .6ducetion in J-merican
Life. d. 252
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4
John Lewey goes a little farther when he

says, "education is a process for living and not a

preparation for future living."

Summing up the social concept of education as

education for life, we find modern educators today

asking questions as to what, why, and how education

may function best for society. As early as 1860,

Herbert Spencer`' wrote as follows;

how to that is the essential
question for ua. .iot how to live in
a mere material sense only, but in the
widest sense. The gen:,ral problem
which comprehcnds every special prob-
lem is--the right ruling of conduct
in all directions under all circum-
stances. In what wz_75, to treat the
body; in what way to treat the mind;
in what way to manage our aff: irs;
in what way to behave as citizens;
in what way to utilize all those
sources of happiness which nature
supplies- how to use all our facul-
ties to the greatest advantage of
ourselves and others - -how to live
completely. And this being the great
thing to learn is, by conseoenoe,
the great thing which education has
to teach. To prepare us for com-
plete living is the function which
education has to discharge, and the
only ratiomA. mode of judging of
any educational course, is to judge
in that degree it cAschargeo ;Atch
functions.

4 i)ewey, John, education Today. p.6
5 Spencer, herbert, Lducation, p.9
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During the past generation our educational

content and method have been governed largely by mass

instruction. In the recent years of mass euucation

at elementary siid se:anday iev ls, we Lave been sub-

jectia every child to a given pattern of instruction,

to an inflexible and uniform curriculum, and to some

rather mechanical and exact methods of teaching. rre-

viously, education has been thought of as the teach-

ing of subject Eitter, ruther than as the teacA.nE of

the child. In the re-organization of secondary edu-

cation Thayer
d
writes:

Aside from its vocational aspects,
the secondary school curriculum
has been quite largely concerned
with the 'higher learning' unrelat-
ed to the life problem of :students
as they feel them. Therefore, it
has not served adequately tose who
found iatellectual abstractions dif-
ficult, whose goals in life point
in non-academic directions, or who
find school attendance an almost un-
bearable financial burden. The time
has come to educate adolescents as
adolescents, with destinctive quali-
ties, assets, and problems to be
solved.

Therefore, if we are teaching the child, we

are detaing with a live Eicl chani,ing individual, one

constutly arriving at a point of uncertainty, ad-

6 Thayer, V.T. lie-Organizing -econdary iklucetion,
p.8
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justment, and choice, very personality is made up

of ::.any component parts, including hereditary end en-

vironmental factors, abilities, interests, and capaci-

ties, all varying in many degrees. Vainkle
7

writes:

The secondary school has been re-
garded, pri allay, as a preparatory
institution in which the child is
made ready for a mere advanced type
of eduction. Courses have been
handed down from higher levels and
once established in the secondary
schools, have been thrust further
dourt. The success of the student
has been measured largely in terms
of his achievement with respect to
knowledge of the inherited mass of
subject matter, which, it was as-
sumed, served best is his prepara-
tion for ferthai formal education.
es ttle went on and large numbers
of students deeanded admission to
the school, new pressures were
brought to bear. Gradually new
subjects made their apeearance in
the curriculum; new theories were
advanced; eduction was conceived
by frontier thinkers not merely as
a preearatiou for something to come
in the future eut rather as living
in the present.

hundreds of thousands of boys and girls in

Americaa high schools are still asked to undertake

work in matheeatics, in foreign languages, and in

highly differentiated sciences in which they apeear

to have little intere:t and in which there is little

7 ,tinkle, .illiam; The ew eigh -chool in the k-
inc. pp. 18-19
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expectation that they can find utility or satisfac-

tion.

Lorgan8 says:

The success of an educational in-
stitution should be measured not
by the facility with which seniors
can make orations or solve mathema-
tical problems, but by the social
adjustability of its alumni.

Douglas9 in a report to the American Youth Qom-

1.ssion of the .ihmerican Council on ducation contributes

the following:

The present organization of second-
ary schools, curricula, and teachers,
does not constitute an educational
environment suitable to all youths.
New schools, or new curJicula must
be established. i new type of teach-
er, more broadly trained and more
broadly interested in every day
human affairs is demanded. ,:ne of the
greatest contributions open to those
wishing to render educational service
today is the organization of a number
of experimental and demonstration
schools which will establish a method
of effectively taking core of this
class of young people previously leav-
ing school before the age of

8 Lorgan, J.B. The I' cho o of the tined justed
. -chool .;hild, p.8

9 Douglas, Earl, E. secondary duc,:,tion for Youth in
Uodern America. A Leport to the American Youth
Commission of the American Council on iducetion.
iiashington L.c. p.30, 1937
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Thus, the teaching of special classes or the

oreaai ation of tie special school to meet these

needs for individual and personality adjustments Sus

grown out GS the recognition of individual differences.

;,.artz
10 says:

STie graded schools are designed to
teach the average child how to make
an adequate adjustment in the pre-
seat state of civilization. 61nce
it is impossible for some children
to develop an intellectual Awel com-
sussurate with these students it
seems useless AD compel them to sub-
mit to the routine training thst is
offered to their more gifted fellows.
To sore of tsese unfortunate children
the regulor class must Live the im-
pression of a school conducted in some
foreign language--it doesn't wake
sense. In this educational contest
where they compete with nor: al chil-
dren, they sust necessarily lose as
they are the 'also razes.'

so the more progressive communities
have sroceeded to establish special
schools designed for the training of
these less skillful childrea. here
a schedule should be maintLised that
is plastic to the segree that it may
be molded to meet varying reoliremsnts
as indicsted both by existing social
or economic conditions and by the
physical equipment of individual
pupils. '-his tours: of instruction
would aim to eo for them exactly
what the regular grades do foi the
more gifted children, nately, equip

10 sartz, Eugene V. backward area from tile mint
of view of a ,tate school, sental Hygiene Vol.
17, p.94, 1933
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them to make the broadest and
most satisfying adjustment of
which they are capable. No
school, whatever its nature or
type, can do more than that.

Education is clearly identifed, not as a step

ladder to some future ac[ievement of which thousands

of boys and girls have lialited possibilities, but as

that of eeucating every child as a whole now, opening

new avenues to the dull, stimulating the normal, and

inspiring the gifted. Heolc11 stresses this fact

when he writes:

The very definition of the field
of c)ecial educstion sets a ehal-
lence. Our difficulty in the past
and even at present, is that we
have failed to recognize, among
the normals, those thousands who
have been and are suffcring from
various and serious social, phy-
sical, and mentc:1 handicaps. It
is only as we arL now faced with
the greater aumber of exceptional
children that the chA.lenge has
become apparent. Educ tionally,
socially, and individually these
,,uneic:)pped youths constitute a
real challenge.

The organization and establishment of the h.

L. Sabin high School, kortleAd, Oregon, is acknowledg-

ing this challence, and as an experimental school is

11 heck, A.O. The :education of ,xceptional children
p.5
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attempting to srovide special education for those

boys between the ages of 14 - 2U years who are in-

harmoniously adjusted.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

This study represents an effort undertaken by

the writer to determine some of the major factors

which contribute to the Isaladjustment of the boys at

s.L. Sabin high School. suoh, it does not presuise

to offer a thorough going clinical study of individual

boys; rather it reflects come of tLe il.ore common and

obvious conditions whIch nay be observed, but ehich are

often overlooked, in the normal school routine. The

writer attempts to sescribe some of the aysilable re-

medial methods anu measures tilt:A are being used by

teachers and supervisors in js.L.Sabin High School which

assist in, not only discoverins; the cause or causes of

lack of adjustment, but also in aiding the individual

to a better understsnding of hiisself and his problems.

school routine and classroom situations give the

school an advsntageous position for uncovering the

causes of trouble, but the correction of the problem

sad the re-establishment of the individual can only

be brought about by proper guidance, uaderstLsidiag,
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and sym,)athy from these teachers and advisors with

whom the child comes in contact.

ME OF SCHOOL

The R.L.Sabin iligh :chool is a special Junior

and -enior High 6chool for boys. They are a(mitted

at the 7th and 8th grade levels rhen found to be hav-

ing more difficulty in school than the average boy.

Others who have once registered in high school come by

transfer from their former school. The two divisions

are housed in one building and ruaction as one unit in

all procedures ate activities of the school.

The purpose of the school is to offer oppor-

tunity, personal adjustrieat, and socialization to

those unable to cope with the traditional school situa-

tions.

The flexible cur'iculum provides for acaderdic

course, in all basic subjects accompanied by shops and

exploratory courses designed toward guidsnce and orien-

tation of the pupil. The progra_ of the co- called

acadezAc schools is net too rigidly follower.. The

fundental subjects are offered, but not from the same

textbooks nor handled in the same meaner. hemedial

techniques are stressed for the slow learners or for
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those who have some form of learning difficulties.

Transfer to another school is nossible waen

the student has proved. hiaself capable of complying

with the requirements of a traditional system. Those

teachers with whom he has ben enrolled determine the

advisability of a transfer t sed upon his social ad-

justment, attendance record, attitude toward school

and himself, and scholastic achievement. The latter

must average a grade of 3 in all subjects, to warrant

ones making an application for a transfer. Inasmuch

as attendance at zaabin is not compulsory, some few

students have transferaec in spite of the fact that

their application to do so was "not recora.eneed." In

almost every case of this sort, the old adage "try it

and find out for yaurself" proved that the opinion of

the teachers was right. The boy was soon back more re-

signed than ever to remain "put" where school success

seemed within his reach,

The rising popularity of the achool coalaisted

with an understanaing of what the specisl school is

trying to do for non conformists, is resulting in a

decreased number of applications for transfer.

Graduation takes place from a el'ree-year or

a ,J)ur-:,7ear Jourse when a sta dent has shown earnest,
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serious effort, and has performed to the best of

his ability the tasks assigned to him in his riven

courses, or when the school feels it can no longer

help the boy and that continuation in school would be

detrimeatal to him.

LOCATION

E.L. Sabin High School is located in the Aorth-

eastern section of lortland, ,,re; on, in what is known

as the lilameda residential section. she school is

nuiA)ered on 4013 18th Street.

AILIS AND OBJaTIVE:, Ui THE SCHOOL

In the fall of 1939 the faculty of R.L. Sabin

high =)chool was supplied with a questionnaire which

was to serve as a guide for workiAg out the objectives

for the school. Instructors cooperated and each indi-

vidual cosidered the school in the light of his per-

sonal objectives, his educational ideals, and the re-

sult of his experience in this .articular situation.

The quotations are from the personal replies of in-

structors.

1. To recognize the im-ediate neds of
the boy.
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This school must be frank enough,
honest enough, and brave enough
to break with tradition. es must
take the boy where we find him,
without regret for his past, with-
out over-solicitude for his future,
and provide something for him right,
now which will enable him to feel
the thrill of success.

2. To build character and work-study
habits which will carry over iato
adult environment.

3. To develop an open and inquiring
mind.

This type of boy bust be liberated
from class prejudices, concepts
brought about by failure, the
social lag produced by unfortunate
circumstances and environment, and
the bitter reactions for which he
is not responsible.

4. To develop a knowledge of good
health habits, and the desire for
pleasing personal appearance, to-
gether with a respect for the social
au.enities.

h. To develop a consciousness of the
value of responsibility, reliabi-
lity, and cooperation.

6. To develop a respect for property.

7. To develop recognition of worthy
leadership.

,c3 often the mediocre mind is a
ready follower of the flashy and
sensational eauer.

8. To develop intelligent followers
with a respect for constituted
authority.
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9, To inculcate the fundamental skills
of speaking, reading, writing, and
calculating.

e need an extremely flexible pro-
gram so that remedial work may be
given at the exact time it is needec,.

10. To make provision for exploratory
opportunities paralleling the stu-
dent's growing interest,.

11. To bring about satisfaction throu_h
success in school activities in
satisfying use of leisure time, and
in a normal outlet for emotions.

THE STUDENT bODY

The average daily attendance at the close of

the spring term and for the month of June, 1941, was

435. This figure shows a substantial increase over

the close of the proceeding term which was 348 for

January, 1941.

The students are, for the most part, assign-

ed from the various schools throughout the city.

Achievement tests are given at the end of the eighth

grade, and those not making regular placement in the

basic subjects ar. roc= ended to :Albin. other as-

signed aria voluntey cases are boys 1;;Iio are overage,

physically unfit, emotionally misfits, children with

foreign Parentage, scholastically retarded, victis
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of excessive timidity, and many types less easily

catalogued. i,ost entrants are boys who, for some

reason or other, are disinterested in school and

;Narking ti,ke until they are old enough to quit or

who are "lost in the shuffle" in the large school

situation or The are :o discouraged by constant lack

of satisfactory achievment that school has become

distasteful. These boys are more aturc: physicr.11y

but vary widely intellectually.

A growing percentage of the student body is

voluntary because of the recognized personal interest

shown by the faculty co-bided with the choice and

wide range of subject .,utter available. Lany of

these consist of boys who had withdravn from school

and joined the CCC where they soon realized the cur-

rent need for a high school diploLA.

HISTOEY

The original organization of i,.6abin high

clhool dates back to ..eptember 1925, when a special

school was opened in a portable building on the

grounds of the Benson Polytechnic _igh -choel for

boys in the eighth grade who were over ace and un-
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able Lo complete the re uirements of regular academ-

ic subjects. "1:e cuiriculum consisted of half time

shop work of various kinds and half acdeliiic work of

the most elementary essentials. This school was

known as the Bo:yst Pre-Vocational. Then in JfJauary

1930, another special school was established in i-ort-

land under the name of krobationary High school, a

school designed to meet the individual k,roblems of

high school students who failed to LII:ke a satisfac-

tory achievement record or social adjustment in their

respective schools. The following resolution, taken

from the excerpts of the minutes of the Board meeting

of lay 6, 1929 explains the motives for establishing

this special high school.12

A student not making passing trades
in at least three subjects not in-
cluding physical education, during
any term shall be placed on probation
at the beginning of the following
term. Luring this probationary term,
he must obtain passing grades in three
subjects. If he fails to do this at
the end of this probationary period,
he shall be transferred to an ungrad-
ed high school for the following
term. v,hile in the ungraded class,
he must ],ass in three subjects for
one full term before being returned
to the regular school.

12 School Listrict L+o. 1 i)fiultnoman 0ounty, Oregon:
Excerpts from the 14nutes, L., y 6, 1929, high,
-chool tegulations
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In special cases a pupil may be
transferred at the end of any
quarter during the probationary
period, with the approval of the
superintendent, provided he has
made :Aissing grades in three sub-
jects t.nd provided further that
when any pupil is reinstated in
the regular high school class, he
shall reLiain on probation for at
least one full terc.i. Exceptions
.,ay be cave in case of illness,
upon recommendation of the prin-
cipal and approval of the super-
intendent. The parents of all
pupils s..all be notified in writ-
ing at the time these pupils are
placed on probation.

Occupying a portion of the Buckman Grammar

zehool, the Probationary High school opened for the

spring term of 19Z0 with approximately one hundred

students, most of them antagonistic to the compul-

sory change fr,m their regular schools. This an-

tagonism, however soon changed to enthusiasm on the

part of the students, and the enrollment at "Buck-

man University," as the school was facetiously nam-

ed, reached an enrollment of four hundred fifty stu-

dents by the third term of its existenc:J. After a

careful study of the causes of failure, the teachers

found that any factors had contributed to failPze,

such as ill health, lone, hours of outside work,

broken homes, soci..1 maladjust.ient, and a variety of

causes for which the student himself was not direct-
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ly responsible. The aim of the school was to

offer remedial work and to find in each case the

difficulty of the particular child and to assist him

to regain confidence in his ability to do normal

work.

Luch constructive work was accomplished, and a

large percentage of the norrAil and superior group

were able to adjust their difficulties and to return

to their regular schools to rake a success both in

school work and in outside activities, a few of them

having een outstanding in their respective high

schools. :.any of the dull normal group, having learn-

ed some habits of study and cjplication, were able to

finish high school. The school, however, was always

handicapped by lock A' facilities and by the fact that,

during the ilrst three years of its existence, a sepa-

rate building was not provided. In the fall of 1932

the school was transferred to the railing Grade School

Building, when the loss of the Kerns Grade School made

it necessary to move the grade children to the Buck-

man building. In oeptember 1933, the Probationary

'.J)chool was moved to the renovated A.bina homestead

Building aad re-ntimed the "Better L.cholarship -chool,"

the curriculum at this time being extended to include
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strong dislike of the name letter scholarship, with

its imjlications of failure in achievement, the name

again was changed to Six Year Edison High School and

at this time the Pre-Vocational school was brought

unL.,er the same organization, together with a junior

group of seventh and eijith grade boys from various

schools in the city, who were retarded sad unable to

meet thu academic re uirements of the regular grammar

schools. liedause of oven - crowded conditons, the

high school girls were established in another building,

later organizing unc,er t_eir own )rincipal as the Jane

Addacis school.

In 1938, upon the recommendation of the new

-uperiatendent of Schools, Lr. LugdLle, the unpleasant

feature of compulsion was lifted, with the ices of re-

lieving the sti:ima attached to the student as being

dull and unable to learn. In broadening the scope of

the curriculum and in attempting to meet the needs of

many pupils who were not mentally retarded, as will

be shown in a later chtpter, the school rapidly

becoming a "hospital", as it were, for many educa-

tional ills. Those who had come by cooulsion with
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the loudest protests were soon extolling its praises.

accordingly, the former action of the board of Lay

6, 1929 was rescinded, and by unanimous consent of

the Board, Superintendent Lugdale presented the fol-

loving13 entitled,

Classification of high School Pupils 'it ho Fail
To Earn Three Oredits in one Semester

The -uperintendeut of Schools and the
high chool Principal's Association
recommend that the following rules
be established regarding the clessi-
fication of high school pupils who
fail to earn three credits in one se-
mester:

1. Any ugh school pupil from first
to fourth term inclusive who fails to
earn three full credits, not includ-
ing physical educ tion, in one semes-
ter shall be given a guidance survey
to determine the type of program which
best fit:: his or her needs either in
the school he or she is now attending
or in some other school.

2. Vhen the results of this guidance
investigation show that the pupil can
be benefitted by a change to another
type of secondary school, the pupil
shall be re,uireu to attend such
school until such time as deficien-
cies are rmoved.

3. The hesearch Lepartment in con-

13 ixcerpts from Board -inutes, school District No.
1, Lultnomah county, Oregon, January 10, 1938.
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junction with the principal of
the school and his staff shall
conduct the guidance survey.

4. Any pupil above the fourth ter_
of any high school who fails to
earn three credits in one semester
shall, during the following se;aes-
ter, be restricted to one less
credit attempt.

5. The principal may use his dis-
cretion in the ajplicytion of this
rule to the students vho may be
fLenbers of the gracuating class.

This rescinds action of the Board of Lay 6,

1929. In 1040, by action of the school board, the

I.L. ebin grade school was closed because of its de-

creased enrolimeAt a;Id the Thomas A. dison high

School was moved into the builhinL-, thus vacated.

Again the name of the .di son school was changed to

that of h.L.6abin high School, due to the fact that

B.L. Sabin, the donator of the grounds on

which the building stands, is still alive and it

was the wish of the school district to ,reserve his

name as a monument in appreciation of his kindness.



CHAPTER II

PREVIOUS STULIES

Since 1938, three theses have been written on

the subject of the Jane Addams high School of i'ort-

land, Oregon, formerly the Girls' :Lidison Six Year

high School, a division of the idison six Year high

School before the segregation of boys and girls.

The writer will review these studies in the order in

which the contributions were made.

,ielch
14

reviewed the contributive causes of

the maladjustment of ten girls of Jane Addams high

school whose intelligence scores range from 95 1.,;

to 122 I. This study included:

1. The Time aster

2. The Day Lrearner

3, The Truant

4, The Stammerer

5. The Speech lefect

6. The Visual ,,ereot

7. The Physic l hindicap

8. The Abnormal home _ituation

10. Over -olicitous iothering

14 Welch, iirances L. Adjustment of 1-Toblems of Girls
in a Special Unpublished master's
thesis, Oregon ate .jollege, 1938
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The writer points out that no one factor in

any case studied could be designated as the sole

cause of the maladjustment. Pertinent factors, how-

ever, which did contribute to the problem of the in-

dividual revolved around early home and school environ-

Lient, roken homes, and mobility of the family. .er-

sonal factors were physical handicaps, lack of concen-

tration, mental retardation, lack of initiative, ambi-

tion and ideals. Liss elch also adeed that poor

teaching and poor study abits showed in reading dif-

ficulties and, within the cirl, a general inability

to adapt herself to the danands of a normal school.

The following recomeactrtions, as semrlarized

by tie writer, wer to the effect that:

1. There is a widespread need for better

teaching and batter trained teachers.

2. ldjustment tcahers ch:)uld he well trA.lied

in the principles of psychology and well-adjusted

as to their ovm

3. Activity teaching need not be limited to

adjustment schools, but should be a part every

mouern institutioa of learning.

4. Adequate counseling and igidaace from

those with richer experience.
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5. Lore frequent home visitation which

would bring the home grid school into a clearer un-

derstnading of each other.

6. 1:,e6iedial teaching is necessary in the

:.iajority of cases to L prove fundiental skills.

_iss -elch
15

strikes the key note of special

eduction of an experi;Aental nature vl:en she says,

Girls' .6dison Yeti. high 6chool
is still in the stage of experimen-
tal growth. To be effective, a&-
justment schools must reivain experi-
mentd, ever changing, aad open to
suggestion.

REVIEW OF THE WRVEY of THE POPULATION
OF THE JANE ADiaL.5 IIIGH SW-TOOL

This thesis is a comprehensive survey of the

population of the JLA.ie .iddams high school, in l'ort-

land, Orecon, and established in 1936 as a special

school for maladjusted and atypical girls of junior-

senior high school level,

the purpose of the survey is to reveal the

source from which the student body is composed as

well as those pertinent factors which contribute to

the reasons why a girl enrolls within this school.

15 Ibid, p. 92
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iss Liowe
16

states, that of the preseat en-

roliment at the time of writia, entered Jane

Arldaris from some elementary school before finishing

the eirtth Grade; 27-; entered as first terers in

high school; 21 transferred from other high schools;

and kiu entered as post raduates from other high

schools.

our major situstions are c in the

survey from which definite conclusions 'a.ve been

drawn by the writer. These four situntions are: (1)

school factors (2) home situation (3) personal at-

tributes (4) outside interests and activities.

Intellicence quotients indicate that the dull

normal and so-called borderline cases comprise the

bulk of the school population.

the average ace of the group is sixteen

years and six ronths as compared with thirteen years

in an ordinary junior-senior high school, it can

readily be seen that it is a more mature group

16 Howe, Georgia B., A survey of the copulation of
the Girls' school made during, the
drool Year X98 -1939. A .thesis submitted to

Eeed college, Portland, Oregon, June, 1939.
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chronologically; hence physicL1 development is

more advanced. This fact naturally Las a signifi-

cant bearing upon the interests of the pupils.

Low achievement ratings of the group indi-

cate three things which accorcing to :_Ass hews are:

(1) 1.:c average of the group is more than tea

points lower thn that a standard high school.

(2) That a large number of the pupils are suffering

from some definite, special learning difficulties.

(3) Many of the girls with higher are emo-

tionally unstable or lacking in the ability to con-

centrate.

Plans for school continuation were based upon

results of a questionnaire given to the pupils which

showed that 93% intended to complete ;ome type of

high school course; 5% definitely planned to quit

before finishing and 2; did not know what they yould

do. In this respect, the author stresses a most sig-

nificant fact that many Oxls of this type are so com-

pletely discouraged' that they come with little or no

hope of beinj, graduated from a high school. The

writer makes point of the fact that the curriculum

of a school of this type must take this factor into

consideration in every phase of its planning.
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From a study of UO cases it was shown by

the author that only 48.4'i,, live with both parents in

what might be considered a normal home. This she

states, clearly indicates that broken homes are a

great factor in maladjustment,

The economic status of the parents as determin-

ed from the occupation of same indicates that an

avers e income of this g_oup woUd fall in the lower

brackets not to exceed 000.00 per year. This econ-

omic status reflects the lack of cultural backc.round

as w 11 as lack of ambition for one's future.

Vocational plaits or ambitions for a career in-

dicate according to the author of the survey that very

few girls arL of Ltrong vocational ambition. miss

..owe states that most of them are evidently thinking

of employment as a stop-cap between school and mar-

riage. It was the belief of the writer that their

ambitions had been colored by the type of Guidance

L'iven at the school.

lhysical eeficiencies contribute their snare

of members to this group of atypical pupils. The

survey showed 29 cases of some physical cefect,

ranging in the followinc classifications:
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Lameness

oor muscular coordination

6peech defects

Lye oefects

lieafaess

Dwarfishness

Glandular deficiency

Liss hove points out that in the home, hobby

interests and recrational activities of the group

are cur-tiled both from the financicl standpoint and

from the standpoint of social adjAytment. These ac-

tivities and interests are less varied and of more

immature nature which is esecially characteristic of

their choice in the reading of books.

The survey reveals that only of the girls

belong to or attend church or -unday school; and 72*

of the seine group are members of any school Aub.

This low percentago of "group membership", shows the

urgent need for school clubs anU organizatioas to

stimulate the natural desire for human acceptance.

some responsibilities of the group arc more

extensive than one would eypect, yet very few earn

money in this capacity, due no doubt, to t-eir weak

and unimpressive approach toward getting jobs.



Liss Howell says:
33.

The goal of all education, is to stimu-
late the growth of the individual to-
ward successful living. The school then
must develop an organization which will
make possible the greatest advancement
toward this goal. The whole organiza-
tion must be upheld in an atmosphere
of freedom and buoyancy which will
tend to remove impedi,ients toward ac-
complishment.

DEVELOP LENT Uk JANE ADDAkiS HIGH SCHOOL

"The Levelopment of Jane Addams high School"

is, likewise a thesis submitted to Oregon 6tate Col-

lege in July, 1939, by Georgeue L. Olark18. This

study is, in main, a consideration of the needs of

the variant, whose indications of inadequacy arc evi-

dent in:

S)ecial teacidag 1,roblems

failures

Social and mental maladjustment

Juvenile delinquency

ihe writer stresses the need for the segre-

gation of the atypical child in either specitl schools

or special classes, which also means, obviously,

17 Howe, Georgia ,-chool organization" Oregon Edu-
cational Journal, v. 12, No. 8, Lay 1, 1938, p.31

18 Clark, Georgene, h., The Development of Jane
Addams High School, Unpublished Laster's Thesis,
oregon StaLe College, 1939
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more teaching hours and a lijiter teaching load.

Ars. Clark writes:

It is not altogether a matter of
choice on our part. These chil-
dren are member8 of interrelated
society, every part of which sf-
fers for the maladjustment of any
other. The 3partana killed their
defective. The Chinese famines
solve the problem of the unfit in

But Americans neither kill
nor starve their unsuccessful.
They provide organized relief;
they iAly for the up keep of police
coarts, sanatoriums, hospitals,
reforatories, and prisons. So-
ciety has been forced to provide
institutions for the atypical
adult. Schools must do likewise
for the atypical child in the hope
that they may not become the ea-
typicla adult.

In striving to ascertain what is being done

throughout the United ;..totes in the establishment of

special methods or schools, the writer sent question-

naires to thirty three cities, replies from which

would indicate that tLe most generally accepted

practice is to arrange special classes in t;,e junior

hif;h schools 1:1: the vLriants. however, very e.:.coura -

ing treads are evidoat in the educational plans for

tine childrn whose abilities or characteristics vary

in a n rked degree from the majority. These trends

19 Ibid p. 5
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in point are:

1. The realization that school for many of

the non-acade_ic minded pupils has been a very drab

and uninteresting place and that tixy, as all child-

ren, are eAtitled to happiness and satisfaction.

2. 'ihnt an increasing degree of imortance

be accorded the so-called extra curricular activi-

ties. These are being iven arominence because of

their socializing value and their usefulness in fur-

nishing a r4edian for a creative urge.

3. That segregation of pupils whose abili-

ties are at too great variances the

majority is an essential rocedure.

4. Lirection of atteation to the needs of

t ese few variants may spread in time to a change in

the policies of the traditional secondary school.

5. Application of remedial techniques which,

eventually, should prove it possible to substitute

preventive measures for remedial OJOS and so, make

special schools as such, unnecessary.

6. 62ecial schools are freed from the

shackles of college entrance reuireents and are

at liberty to experir.lont in the relationships to be

found between courses pad their intended outcomes.
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7. The effectiveness of the guidance program

should establish rapport between teacher and pupil

and minimize the un:)ersonal tone which so often per-

vades a large institution.

3, if school systems would liake use of the in-

formation which has come out of the laboratory which is

the special school, an education is envisioned which

in:Aced of eltAnating special schools, will have ad-

ded enough types so that none eon be considered "spe-

cial."

PROVISIONS FOR MENTALLY RETARDED
ADOLESCiNTS IN OTHER CITIES

Following an extensive tour throughout the

cities of the United zAates, Lr. Lewis C. Martin24,

birector of Special Education, Portland, Oregon, sub-

mitted a report in 1938, entitled "How Other Cities

meet their Educational Problems." Those cities vi-

sited were Cincinnati, Minneapolis, St. Paul, Cleve-

land, Salt L:ke City, Greeley, Colorado, Evanston,

Illinois, Ladison, Visconsia, and Lenver, Colorado.

20 Martin, Lewis C., how other Cities Leet their
Educational Problems, Lepartient of Research
Portland Public Schools, P,rtland, Ore on.
1938
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The table of contents of Dr. ilartin's report, which

is listed below, covers many phases of special edu-

cation, but his report is reviewed in this instance

with special emphasis directed toward those systems

which have set up special schools or centers for men-

tally retarded adolescents. The content of his re-

port covers:

1. 6pecial Classes for Lentally hegarded

iTimary and intermediate

Lentally ILetarded Adolescents

2. Remedial :.speech

3. Crippled children

4. Gifted children'

5. Elementary schools

6. high schools

7. Vocational schools

8. Adult education

9. Guidance and records

10. Child Guidance Clinics

11. Teacher Training

12. :.;chool jouncil--Denver.

LAnneapolis strids out in Dr. Lartin's report

as being one of the best organized and most modern
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systems visited. A staff of twenty visiting teach-

ers handle behavior problem children, cooperating

with a full e child guidance clinic financed by

the school Board.

Bremer School, a regular elementary school of

that city, houses an ungraded center for mentally

retarded boys of adolescent age. Five teachers

handle the instruction of seventy-five boys. One

teacher has charge of English, spelling, and read-

ing; another has social studies; a third, arithme-

tic and occupations; a fourth, manual training and

metal work; and the fifth, agriculture and science.

he points out that four interustin, features of the

school make it different from many others visited.

first, a restaurant where the boys who are assigned

get experience and training in actual cooking, serv-

ing, and all types of work in thu preparation of

foods. As a result of this training a number of the

boys have been employed by restaurants.

Second, was the most practical manner in which

occupations are handled. After visits to many in-

dustrial plants they return to the class room for

oral discussions regarding what they stvi rather than

what they :live read.
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Third, the practical nature of the shop work

was outstaadini;. Instead of porforminE pseudo jobs,

these boys are making hundreds of dollars worth of

school equipment, including garbage cans, easiest

tables, and work beaches.

Fourth, the writer expresses approval of the

agriculture and science work which is taught equally

as practical. Vegetables are gro7n from a large plot

of ground cultivated by the pupils of the school.

Flowers are also grown commercially.

Following a visit to Jefferson Junior high

School in Minneapolis, br. L:artin21 writes:

I was impressed by the organization
for the entally retarded in the
Junior high school. The pupil has
three periods a day with his special
teacher, studying arithmetic, reading,
and social studies. The rest of the
time is spent in taking shop work and
subjects accordin6 to his abilities.

In the junior high school in ncinnati, men-

tally retarded pupils take their academic work under

special teachers and go into regular classes for

home economics, shop, gym:lasium, and assembly. Dr.

Martin states that it seems that less stigma becomes

21 Ibid, p. 8
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attached to such a non-segregation plan, and there

is little or no difficulty in assigning pupils to

the special classes.

hen mentally retarded adolescents in salt

Lake City attain an age where they no longer fit into

the elementary and junior high school, they are ad-

vanced to the high school. here they are assigned

to a special instructor who teaches the academic

viork. shop work in various phases is given to the

boys. If a pupil shows any aptitude for a particular

type of work, he is ;:laced with the rgular pupils

of the high school.

An interesting departure from the usual set-

up of special classes is a plan in use in salt Lake

city whereby a retarded pupil is granted an opportu-

nity to meet with normal youngsters in such classes

as citizenship, family relations, personal problems,

and occupations.

The staff includes a vocational coordinator

who finds jobs for these pupils. If part time jobs

are found t:,ey attend school part tie. In such

cases an effort is made to make their school work as

practical as possible in order to fit them better for

the ork they are (wing.
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This comprises tae investigators' survey re-

garding programs and special classes for retarded

pupils as he sari them set up in Linneapolis, Cin-

cinnati, and jait Lake City.

DETROIT'S PLAN FOR NTALLY RETARDED
AND MALADJUSTED ADOLLSCENTS

An article written by Katherine L. Cook
22

, ex-

plains A)etroit's plan for education of their dull and

retarded auolescaats. A short review of the article

is as follows:

Uf the 17,599 children in special
classes in the Detroit city school
system, in September 1928, approxi-
mately 32,, were enrolled in the spe-
cial classes for mentally retarded,
classified as special A and B, and
special preparatory groups. rive
thousand six hundred fifty-five child-
ren are enrolled; there is a teaching
staff of one hundred fifty-nine, an
assistant supervisor of instructional
methods, and regular principals in
charge of the schools in which clas-
ses are maintained. There are, in
addition, two follow-up and place-
ment supervisors for the special B
group, one for boys and one for girls,
and the director in general charge of
the department.

22 Cook, Katherine L. "Detroit's School system Aims
to ::;nroll 100 per cent of its School kopulation,"
School Life, v. XY, No. 10, dune, 1930. p. 186
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In general, the mentally retarded are
divided into two groups. Special A.
classes for children under thirteen
years of age; special B classes for
retarded children above thirteen years
of age tho cannot profit from ordinary
school instruction. AcadeLLic work is
closely related to industrial aid trade
training. iupils of class AL are seat
to class B when they become thirteen
years of age.

In the special B groups boys and girls
are segregated. For them the city main-
tains eight separate schools and addi-
tional classes in selected eletdentery
school centers. Luncheons are served
free, or at nominal cost. The maximum
class size is twenty-five.

The curriculum offers cooking, sewing,
laundry work for girls, and increasingly
diversified training in industrial work
for boys. Both curricula acid methods
are carefully adapted to the ability of
the children. Ghildren are so:etimes
entered into night school or are assist-
ed to enter trades or part-tie schools
when t-eir ability warrauts. Boys and
girls are transferred from special clas-
ses into public and private boarding or
training; schools for mentally handicap-
ped.

cumulative record cards are ket in the
office of the special educ tion depart-
ment and are used in connection with the
follow-up work. Guidance is continuous
after the school worL is completed un-
til the candidate is well on his way to
social and economic independence.

Special preparatory classes are designed
for children who are not up to Lrade
achievement for reasons other than the
mental deficiency. These classes en-
roll a maximum of twenty-five, eitILT
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boys or girls. i:egular courses are
studied but simplified to meet tneir
needs. In general, it is ex9ected
that tey are to be returned with-
out great delay to their regular
classe; Letroitts syLtem also
uiaint ins ungraded classes for
chronic truants, conduct or be-
havior boys over twelve years of
age and other maladjusted children
who cannot be cared for efficiently
in the regular schools. Correction
of anti-s_)cial conduct is ampl-asiz-
ed. Health and vocational education
receive consideration.

SPECIAL CLASSELi IN OTlial
SCHOOLS AND SYSTMS

Eoy 0. Billett is herein reviewed, present-

ing some of those )rovisions for s)ecial classes in

other schools and syste.,8 which LI'. Billett included

in his survey:

In Gary, Indiana an extensive systeld
of saturday classes is scheduled
from 0:15 to 11:lb offering work in
all subject matter fields. The clas-
ses are open to all children and at-
tendance is purely voluntary. Capable
children in large nuL:.bers attend these
classes, however, at the same time the
classes offer to the failures, to those
who have been absent, or to those who
for any reason need to wake up work

23 Billett, Loy U. "Provisions for Individual Dif-
ferences, Larking and Promotions," National sur-
vey of secoadory Lduoati9n. ,-onograph No. 13,
United estates Office of Eduction Bulletin No.
17, 1932
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an opportunity to restore themselves
to regular classification.

herding Junior high ;-chool of Lake-
wood, Ohio, maintains two special
classes in mathematics and three spe-
cial ciusses in reauing, each ,,eating
tyAce a week during the activities
period. Pupils of grades 7, 8, add 9
are served by these classes. Pupils
are assignee to these classes on basis
of scores made on standardized tests.

In Gillespie Junior high Jchool,
delphia, special classes are maintained
for remedial work in reading. The work
done in these classes has restored to
normal clas:AficLtion about half of the
pupils who have been assigned to them
because of failing marks in one or
another of the academic subjects.

Both junior and senior high classes
are providing special courses and cur-
riouluus for pupils who lack the capa-
city to .rofit by any of the regular
curriculums. The Cass Technical high
6chool of Letroit, has established an
occupational curriculum for slow groups
extending through grades 10, 11, aid
12.

In Lancaster, New York, a group of low-
ability pupils is serezeted throughout
the last four years of high school.
ith the parents consent these pupils
receive a "finishing course" which pre-
pares them for int,lediate ntrance into
a vocation rather than into higher insti-
tutions of learning.

Springfield, Lassachuetts, provides
soecial curricula in central schools
fcr boys and girls of low ability
whose chronological ages range from
fourteen to sixteen years. occupa-
tional activities are emphasized and
academic work is closely associated
with hand work. -efore assigning a
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pupil to these classes the following;
steps are t..ken:

1. The pupil is reported to the visit-
ing teacher by the teacher and the prin-
cipal.

2. The visiting teacher calls at the
home and secures the pareats consent
to give the child a psychological exami-
l.ation,

3. The cliniefa psychologist administers
the tests, diagnoses the case, and hakes
recomiendatioas.

4. The research department administers
tests of school achievemAt.
assigned are given further tests from

to time to determine regress.

In South Philadelphia high school for
Girls, extension classes are maintained
for those girls who, in the judgment
of tLeir teachers and of the school's
clinical psychologist, could not pos-
sibly complete a regular high school
course. These pupils are given a spe-
cially designed curriculum preparing
them for employment in various phases
of home and clerical service.

In the Lonroe Junior - Senior high school,
hochester, Jew York, the special coach-
ing session is considered superior to
other methods which have been employed
largely because the pupil is helped by
his regular teaciLer who knows his needs.
Other me ,hods tried in this school and
found desirable vere:

1. i'upils needing coaching were segre-
gated from the regular classes for the
entire day.

2. Lupils were removed from the °lee-
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tive subjects such as music, shop,
health and drawing and placed in

special help classes.

3, Oertain teachers from each de-
partment were assigned to te-ch these
classes at the end of the school day.

(.311fton mark Junior high school,
Laitiore, Laryland, is putting forth

a thoroughly organiABd effort to supply
pupils in danger of feilure in certain
academic LaC non-acadesiic subjects with
the special help needed. The entire
faculty cooperates durinc: a special
period set aside at the ..ne of the re-

gular school day. In all classes, spe-
cial help is emphasized in the funda-
mentals of Saelish and Lathematics. The
percentage of failures for the (satire

school year of 19E9-30 was 7.8 as corn -
pared with 11.3 for the two preceding
years during which the plsn was not in
force.

6'W/2UL-I

1. Special classes are being provided

with homogeneous groupings.

L. s ecial classes are widely used in the

schools of every state, and use increases regularly

with increasee snrollsent.

A wide variety of data is considered

before either slaw or gifted pupils are assigned to

siiecial classes.
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4. Pupils are usually assigned to, or re-

moved from, secial classos for the slow as occa-

sion dema;ids.

5. :cial classes are alvAlable somewhat

more often in the lower _r6des than in the upper

grades for the ;,econdary school.

G. The regular curriculum is the 1:.axis for

work doJ.e in special classes. Lodifications of me-

thods are more i'requent thsn modifications of subject

matter.



CHATTER III

CASE HISTORIES

REJOGNITION OF 14ALALJUSTME:;T

ise guidance of children is one of the great-

est needs of present-day civilization. however, re-

search in thj_s field with its definite application to

elementary and secondary schools seems to lag behind

the needs of modern society. to important objective

of guidance is the co-operation of parents, teachers

and administrators in checking problem behavior before

it becomes fixed in )atteras which hinder the child

in making satisfactory adjustments to life. In the

early life of the individual, school beco,aes the "mill"

through which all must ass and by means of which all

become, to some extent, the product of the mill. The

improvement of the results of this refining process

has caused the writer to become interested in and to

undertake a study of the following case histories.

In the preseit&tion of the case histories which

are to follow the writer is aware that no one factor

is the sole cause of maledjustmeat of the individual

but rather a combinetio;1 of factors or, perhaps an

accumulation of circumstances which have brought the



individuals of the study to the attention of the

investigator.

The data which this writer considers reason-

ably reliable add objective and which constitutes

the framework of the case histories are: presence of

maladjustment, sex, age, grade, intelligence quoti-

ent, physical characteristics, atteadance records,

scholastic tendencies, retardation and such socio-

economic backgrounds as occupation of father, number

of brothers and sisters, and the size of the family.

other information is either incidental or subjective

in part, and, therefore, of less import:_nce. The

writer has attempted to follow the same manner or

outliie of presentation in each case istory which

includes the following ite_,s: physical characteris-

tics and health, home environment, attendance re-

cords, scholastic tendencies, personality tr.its,

social adjustability, and .a follow up, if such infer-

lation is available.
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THE L ILL NORMAL

Case Number 1, was twenty -one year:- of age

with an I.k6. of 89. he was recomidended to cabin upon

the completion of the 8th grade, not because of fail-

ing narks but because his chance for f[ilure would be

so great in a large high school group. The following

case history bears out the wisdom of this recommenda-

tion.

he was shy, retiring and overly self conscious.

Very small in stature, with a w:xped and twisted body,

the boy had always been physically inferior to other

boys of his age. Nature had in no way endowed him

with any form of physical attractiveness. Viith a head

that was oversize, big ears, deeply inserted

eyes, heavy jaws accompanied by large, thick lips, the

lad Lad always been forced to win acceptance through

some appeal besides his appearance. To intensify

this lack of attractiveness, he had an annoying man-

derism of snuffing which had earned hi the title of

"Snuffy" among the boys.

In walking, he stumbled along, his gait giv-

ing the impression thet he was pigeon-toed. i-ue to

this locomotive hamdcap he moved so slowly and awk-
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wardly that he cot in everyone's way. His arms were

long for his body, ending in fat, stubby hands with

blunt, thick fingers which further increased his awk-

wardness. all of this noticeably adced to his mental

discomfort. He constantly wore a worried and haras-

sed look upon his face. He seldom seemed gay or hap-

py as should be natural for a boy of his age. his

outward behavior sI,owed feelings of marked iriforiority

which W8S also indicated in the Bernreuter personality

test which rated him low in self-confidence eAd self

sufficiency.

..egardless of all these aforementioned handi-

caps, case dumber 1 was very popular with the boys

and fellow students. his success in this respect see-

ed to lie in the fact that he was just and fir,

quiet, kind, and a "good fellow" especii_lly willing to

help others is lesson :4edarations, which latter qual-

ity no doubt, cave him a feeling of superiority.

His family background was that of poor, hard

working, honest, Imericen parents, both of whom have

had a high school education. This only child strong-

ly resembled his mother who was a very small woman

almost bordering on a dwarf. her facial features

were exactly the same as those of her son. Lille pre-
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sented a neat appearance and talked intelligently

but was outwardly nervous and ill at ease among

ueople. One could hardly engae her in a conversa-

tion. The home itself was plain but coAortable. It

showed many evidences of being well managed on a very

meager income. The father's occupation through recent

years was that of a worker. Case Number 1 had

supplemeated the family uuget by doing assistant

janitorial work on an NYA arrangement, which he told

the writer seldom amounted to much more tan ten dol-

lars a month.

Attendance records for Case Nui:Iber 1, wore al-

most flawless. Never without just cause did he miss

a day, but if absent he did not hesitate to find out

what he had missed so that he might lm ediately make

it up. This saLie lecord prevailed throughout his

grade school years. records from his former school

showed very few absences and no tardies. This absence

of tardies corresponded to his conscientious and ser-

ious outlook toward performing his obligations.

Fortunate enough to come from a home with

parents whose principal interest in life was "our

boy" case iitriber 1 had been raised under the influ-

ence of sincerity, honesty, and integrity. These
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same qualities pervaded every interest and activi-

t,, in which the boy engagoa. -::very assignment,

every lesson, every minor requirement of any class

in whi3h he was enrolled Was worked out with preci-

sion and cale. his scholastic work was far superior

to that of those around him, not '::ecause of any

superior intelligence, but because; of such persistent

efforts, hard work, and a serious, ,onscientious,

desire to do what V.e teacher asked. Throughout all

of his high school classes, his teachers declared

him the best student in the school. In the year

1939-40 he was declared an honor student as all of

his (:rades for the year were l's and 2's. Although

this average would warrant a transfer to a regular

high school he did not wish to change. ,hen ques-

tioaed by the investigator relative to such a step,

he shook his head and said, "Oh no, I like it here.

I like all my teachers and the boys. I don't wanaa'

leave." scholastic achievement in school seem-

ed ettriLuted to a slow moving program, indivicual

assistance, and small classes where one of as slow

thinking es he, had a chance. he seemed to feel self

confident id relation to his class work as he was
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eager and responsive in class. In fact, he was so

responsive he wanted to recite all the time.

Lhop work of any nature did not appeal to

him, due no doubt, to the cxtreie clumsiness of his

hands as is indicated by his ,rofile card from the

Psychometric Laboratory. here his scores on all me-

chanical aptitude tests were very low, one scoring a

zero. however, he did become a good typist, although

with painstaking effoits.

Cumulative records Elva him a high rating-, by

all of his teachers in reliability, cooperation, in-

dustry, and accuracy and an average rating in leader-

ship and expression.

Case Number 1 was a member of the :student Coun-

cil and Glee Club. 4.43 seecd to take little iAterest

in anything of an athletic nature. Liember of the

student 'council he conscientiously attended all meet-

ings and urged other -.ebers to do their part to see

that the "school was run richt." he seemed very

pleased to belong to the taco tad exceedingly

proud when in his uniform. This feature of wearing

a uniform was obviously a mental lift to hth,

was always considered so different from every one
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else.

During his last year in high school he seem-

ed to become more socially adjusted than he had

formerly been, at least in his associations at school.

ho was seen fr&uently in growA of boys here and

there and quite often was singled out from the others

by some such reirk as "ee 'Aluffy - he knows." 1;ach

experience of this kind obviously boosted Lis self

confidence and assurance.

Before the ..:hristmas holidays the writer was

engaged in giving a short Christmas play before the

weekly assembly. Case Number 1 Lad a minor h art in

it and although he becbme ill the night of the per-

formance ne iasisted on carryiqg out his responsibi-

lity even though it would ave been easy to i'ake a

substitution.

his favorite subject was salesmansip in

which class the writer was the instructor. krequeht

was his com.ent that he wished to te a st:lesml,n, but

in the opinion of Lis instructor his outward appear-

ance would probably sidetrack any opportunity that

he mi(,,ht have in that line. he was advised to con -

alder some types of Civil Service jobs, those of a
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very routine nature which would draw entirely upon

his outstaJding quality of industry and hard work.

A further suggestion based upon his profile record

was that of finding employment in a freight depot,

shipping or storage plant where he would be called

upon to handle large objects, along with a small

amount of detail work.

Case Number 1 graduated in the spring of

1941 receiving a four-year diplaila with the highest

grade average of anyone in the class. No information

has bees obtained as to tlis whereabouts since the

closin of school. It is the opinion of the writer

that any adjustment in life will always be very dif-

ficult for him as he has much to overcome before

he has a start.

The removal of competition was the first step

necessary to the success of this boy who )robably

would have found himself face to face with fresuent

failure if he had had to cope with the standards vind

speed of a regular traditional system. With his

super-conscientious spirit lashed constafitly by his
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flare for exactaess in detail, he might have sowe

day reached graduation in any high school blA it

probably would have been at the sacrifice of his

health, his social adjustment, sad his personal ego.

A high school experience to him elsewhere, would have

been purely a siecSnical process of gating grades

with all the ellnests of human relationships removed.

El_bin high L,chool, with its classes and slow

moving progrsu, offered a reasosable assurance of

success to one of this type, as well as a socializ-

ing enviroxileat in which he could find an outlet

for some of his natural desire for human cs:sociation.

The boy's unbridled happiness at being selected to

take a part in a o_ie act play was proof to the writer

that a special school, or its equivalent, was the

answer to this boy's needs.
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READING LII'iIJULTY

Case Number 2 entered .Jabin high School in

1937 at the age of 15 years, with an I.CZ. rating of

89. ae was classified definitely as a non-reader

based upon the fact that he was not able to read be-

yond the third grade level. Lesults from tests given

him upon admittance .ere: Leading Comprehension 4.8;

Reading aate 3.9; Arithmetic 7.4. These results in-

dicated his retardation in the reading skills but

showed almost normal ability in arithmetic. This

reading difficulty see_led to be a ma jar contributing

factor in causing him to becoae a :serious discipli-

nary case in school.

In appearance he was average in height and well

built. .:;omewhat op-posite to most boys, during; this

growiag period, he possessad fairly good uuscular co-

ordination. he could not be considered a good look-

ing boy but was healthy and well taken care of. clothes

were substantial, clean and tidy. He had large blown

eyes, the expression of which was intelligent, al-

though he was afflicted with a teAdeacy toward cros-

sed eyes and was forced to wear very thick glasses.

These he had worn for some tiue which seemed to be
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doing for his e:/es what needed to be done, This

severe difficulty in vision had been a handicap

throughout all of his school years. His facial ex-

pression was intelligent but weak. A receeding fore-

head with a weak chin readily gave the impression of

an unpleasant personraity. The boy possessed a cam-

eleon like complexion. en happy and absorbed in

something he wanted to do, his skin coloring was nor-

mal and as healthy as that of any other boy, but im-

mediately upon being irritated, aggravated, or forced

into a situation, his complexion becai.e darkened avid

sallow. Under such circumstances, he would become

very defiant, stubborn and sullen. lie was noticeably

possessed with this defiant, antagonistic attitude

toward school, which especially intensified by the

fact that he had been sent to abin. his response to

such treatment was to make trouble for his teachers

rather than to exert any tanner degree of cooperar-

tion. if he was left alone to do what he wanted to

do, he see ..ed happy but when urged into a position

of class ;2articipation or conformity to group behav-

ior, he fre:qiently staged an open Ieuellion which
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ended in his eltaination from the class room. This

form of compensation for his inability to oerform any-

thiag like the others becore almost a daily occurrence.

seat to the office .r isolated, he would sprawl

all over his chair and allow every part of his body

to slump. shoulders would sag and droop, and his

eras and hands would dangle. he wade no pretense of

keeping his feet and legs near the chair on vilich he

sat but allowed them to be in everyone's way as much

as possible. tit times like these, be became "stone

faced," emitting guttorol groans and grunts in answer

to questions.

jase Number 2 came from a family of German

extraction. _e had a younger brother who passed him

in school and who was doing better ti-,an average work

in one of the regular high schools. Lis father had

steady employment as a fireman on the city lire Le-

partment. lie wos also a L;aptain in the National

Guard. The father was a largo of a very domiaat-

ing,demanding personality. There seemed to exist

a strong conflict between father and mother, who

were at sviord's ooints ever many issues regarding

this son. The mother was a fine appearing woman,
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well dressed and fashionably groomed 1.ut seemed bit-

ter, cold, and resentful toward tae lack of ac(:omplish-

:ent and procress of her elder son. Both of them re-

ferred frequently to the younger xother who was uoing

such satisfactory work in school ri.nd who see:ded so

well adjusted. They took the attitude that the older

son could compare :iore favorably with AiS brother if

he would. They not only upbraided the lad frequently

in t:.is respect but openly remarked about it to visit-

ors and teachers in front of him. his brother's achle-

veiaedts and success were continually held up before

him as examples, not only of what he could do if he

would try, but also emphasizing what he had never done.

The boy Lad been forced to face t _is comarison for

.any years. Both parents were ecidedly unsymi)athetic

with the boy. Althow-Al the muther not as demand-

ing :Aid dictatorial in her stEteants concerning what

the boy awl do, she realained coldly aloof, bearing

resentment toward everything Le Lad done and indicat-

ing little confidence that he would imi)rove. She had

shown a willingness to come to the school when sent

for and on one or two occasions came to school volun-

tarily to investigate her son's progrehs. It was
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readily apparent that the mother, a::: welt as the

boy, eve suffered humiliation over Cie fact that

the son received a zabin diploma.

The home was located in a nice resideetial

uistrict of the city. It was a new, modern home,

giving every appeareace of belonging to owners who

were people aboe the average. This environment

plao(Al the boy atone childhocd playmates eith whom

he got eloag well, taking part in the neighborhood

baseball games, tennis, an swimming, but from whom

he was separated in school when he was singled out

and sent to aaother school because of failure. This,

no doubt, war v. blue to the family pride reeerdiess

of any possible future good that might come from it.

etteadance records for lase Uueler 2, were

satisfactory. Very infreceently was he absent from

school, due to the careful vigilcnce of his parents

who were so determieed that he must eve a high

school edueatioa. This severe parental supervision

was displayed by the fatter when he eo positively re-

marked that "the boy has to finish high school or he

will be throen out." i-reuent taeainees was common

to his case but :.ost occerre.Lces were accompanied

by a note from home explaining the cause. It was
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believed by his teachers that some of his delayed

arrivals were cLaltted on purpose, as e. other

means of aggravation to the teacher, as well as ano-

ther indication of defiance to authority. however,

in most instances like this, the teachers refrained

from paying too ch attention to such minor matters,

as they well knew thst almost each day there would be

some disturbance of a major nature. In fact, a great

feeling of relief was experienced by his teachers

when he was absent from school, anu it was regretted

by most )f them that he was so constant in atteadanee.

Grade school records likewise, show very few absences.

health records through all of his schoql years boar

evidence of a good physical condition in every respect,

except for his eyes.

Case jumber 2's appli ation to scholastic

achieves eat was Tactically zero, as explained in the

foregoing pages. ..1though tests showed him to have a

good, logical mind, he consistently failed in arith-

metic, because he refused day by day to do auwork.

Naturall-3, his inability to write, to spell, and to

read hamered him in every way in classes which cal-

led for some ferm of these fundea_ental skills. AS

stated previously, he was supreNely interested in
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mechanics, waere he did achieve appointuent and suc-

cess. in recognition of his ability in this line of

work he soon became shop foreman in the auto shop.

here he was satisfactorily adjusted during, the dura-

tion of this class, but the carry over was not great

enough to warrent hopeful anticipations from other

teachers.

however, the teacher of remedial reading took

a decided interest in the case and sought earnestly

to effect as much improvemeat as possible. .th an

an:Jrstanding attitude and without forcing him to

an unpleasant task the teacher gradually led him to

relieve in hiuself and his ability. .4eouragement

was given when he showed the least willingness to ac-

cede to a reuest that he try to read. Using indivi-

dual atteAtion and specialized interest, the teacher

began with simple words, sounds, word analysis, and

syllabication. According to tl.e teaciler, wheaever he

rebelled at trying, she allowed him to do soH.ething

else, even permitting an occasional nap if it seemed

advisable. In a reasonable time she had gained his

confidence as a friend; hence, a grodual effort on

his part began to give hope for some future improve-
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merit in reading. At times when he was in a recen-

tive mood, en entire class period would be devoted

to him while the class was busy at some athei as-

sign eat. hathough a gradual improvement was notic-

ed, still continued to do absolutely nothing in

classes where he was not interested. He would sleep

for periods at a time. If seat to the nurse's room,

he would sleep there. If questioned, he would re-

fuse to answer, other t-an with a shrug of his

shoulders.

At the and of four ter s, his grade achieve -

rent showed thrt he had completed less than one term's

work. He was passing only in remedial reading, his

shop courses, and physical e,:ucatioa. It was on the

basis of this record that he was recom..ended to the

Jhild Guidance jlinic for help and a possible aw,ly-

sis of some difficulty that might be underlying his

attitude. finally, with an accumulation of the nec-

essary credits plus the adviasbility of moving the

boy along he was graduated from the 8 B. He was now

17 years old.

During this time his ren,,,ing ability wLs :la:k-

ing some Progress, and the boy tea.. .anifesting a

marked interest in books. To the surprise of his
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teachers he did not want to do anything but read.

As would be expected his cLosen type of literature

was much below his age Level; nevertheless, he had

found a reasonable degree of success. £'eading tests

administered at the time of his 0th grade completion

showed a marked increase in ability. The scores were

1-,eading Comprehension 6.8, ;':ord Leaning 5.9, Arithme-

tic 9.7. Agin a year later his reach- comprehension

was tested and showed a score of 7.5. After Case

juaber 2 entered high school his first Laglish teach-

er had to resort to locking his books in the cupboard

order to ;et him to do a of the work of the class

except reading. As soon as this was done, he would

revert to type and im:ediately become a disciplinary

1,.e boy's social adjustability was only fair,

as he was inclined to use bully tactics due to his

overage and size. As might be expected, teachers'

ratings were very low in every eersonality trait.

iris highest rating was average in oral expression,

which was probably due to his omc environment.

At 18 years of age Case Number 2 dropped out

of school and is now serving in the National Guard,

were his mother reaorted him happily located. Vihet:.er
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SULL"ARY

A remedial program was definitely esseatial in

helping to .:ring about any adjustment in this boy's

ease. The aany personality conflicts developing were

a direct result of his inability to read or even to

attempt the work of others around him. To force him

into a school where no ,revision was made for this ir-

regularity of progress would probably ve nealt early

exclusion by reason of admitted failure. This constant

lack of success might easily _eve been a determining

factor in turning the boy against society aad its many

interwoven meshes which he would never be capable of

surmounting, and of creating in him bitter reactions,

an outlet of which ::fight have been vandnlism and early

delinquency. his needs mere many, and a solution need-

ed to be found before tie boy drifted into unrgolesome

com,)any and i..ore reb llious attitudes then he already

had acquired. iith the special program at :cabin high

-chool, combined with im:Lediate recognition of his

,,roblem, this case was given treatment much beyond

that available or possible in a large sc,00l system
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where neither time nor facilities could permit such

individual attention. lilthouch the solution to

this boy's problem remains as yet unfinished, the

effect of those months spent in Sabin High School

cannot be underestiLated, as it was there he did

make application of effort in reading and, as a re-

sult, experienced the thrill of success, which ele-

vated sense of achievement may be the turning point

toward better apiaication to cony unpleasant future

tasks.
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THE TRUAUT

Uase :Aumber 3 entered cabin High School at the

age of 17 years in nlidterm 1939. he came as a volun-

tary transfer frot, one of the regular high schools be-

cause of recurrent truancy which had caused him to fail

all of his subjects except one in the proceeding terlii.

To earn one credit a term where he formerly had earned

6 3/4 credits, clearly indicLted the existence of some

increasing proble. in view of the fact that he was an

intelligent boy and past records showed wholly ca-

pable of scholastic achievement,

that ais record of truancy was almost entirely to blame

for his failure. his explanations of this truancy

were always that ae had to help his father in his work

or that he was out of town.

The subject of this case Listory was an unus:el-

ly attractive young _an, possessed pith every physical

quality to make him outstanding in any group of young

people. ith an abuAdnce of poise and self assurance

he coal: ended attention wherever he went because of his

sparkling sense of humor, good nature and kern re-

sponse to any situation in which he found himself. He

was a good looking youth, with flashing brown eyes,
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a ready smile, aid winning manners. Not only was

he a favorite with girls but also with boys, due to

his physical prowess and manly enthusiasu. Alen in-

terested in school, he readily took part in activi-

ties around him and showed a marked interest in all

ferns of sports. The boy showed a great amount of

leadership, which energy, if not directed was either

lying idle or being exerted in unwholesoue or verth-

less pursuits.

a hoe background well above the average

combined with Lis personal assets there was little

cause for him not having a briliiant future much be-

yond that of others of comparable intelligence.

tics mother was a talented musician who, al-

though a woman of middle age, was still actively en-

gaged in giving music lessons. Her sucLess was re-

munerative enough that the family income was consider-

ably embellished. Economic stress was not her motivat-

ing factor as much as to keep her t lents alive and

flourishing. -he was a fine appearing wouen, with

every mark of refinement and culture. 6he walked

erect and carried herself with poise and complete

self possession. Although not a pretty women in

facial features, she comuanded irmaediate respect and
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admiration the moment one saw her. She spoke with

excellent command of the English language in a soft,

well modulated voice, thus a conversation with

her a pleasure. She was well educated, scholarly

and well read. having raised two children, a boy and

a girl, she did not seem ignorant nor narrow about

modern versions of youth but quite understanding of

present day problems and exigencies. her daughter,

who was older then the boy, seemed to be an excellent

exaviple of fine breedi,ig, a cultural background and a

happy home environment. As the mother str.ted once,

"she is an ex mple of all that I had hoped both of my

children would be." But due to parental conflict,

the mother believed her son was drifting as far in

the op ,osite direction from rnat she had hoped he

would be as Lis sister was a shining example of her

wishes and efforts. The mother seemed wise enough

not to hold the virtues of his ;Aster always before

hi: but rather quietly hoped that soon the seeds of

her training would take root and he would naturAly

pattern after her. but all was not as easy es that,

inasmuch as the boy was devoted to his father who, un-

like the lad's mother, was a different type of per -

sonali t altogether.
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He, a man in his late forties, seemed virtual-

ly interested in one thing, which was "making big

money fast." He was of awedish birth, having been

born in -weden ana having; come here w_en but a small

boy v,ith his parents. Little was learned of the ro-

mance which led to the marriage of the parents except

the com:ent once made by ease Number 3 when he said

to the writer. "Mon; and 'op are in no way alike

about anythinL. I don't see how they over happened

to get married."

his father, although intensely interested in

his son, was not as much interested in his having ea

education as was the mother. As the boy got older

cad the father could use him advantageously in his

work, he did so. The father was owner of a carnival

which traveled about in small towns over the state.

The busy season being the spring and summer months,

he was always anxious to have his son help him which

combination made better money for him and goodly earn-

ings for a boy so young. It would be reasonable to

understand how a young, healthy lad could become in-

tensely intri ued with the gvy life, activity, ulid ex-

citement of a traveling circus boy, wA.ch is what
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happened. If the boy had boon allowed to parti-

cipate in the lure of the road and gay night life

only during the summer months, things might have

gone more smoothly for him without the home friction

which arose over this issue. But in the early spring

the father felt he needed the boy to paint trucks,

repair wagons, and make improvements generally before

going on the road, which was followed by operating as

late in the fall as weather would :emit. All of this

before add after season broke into the boy's school

progn:m badly, not only causing some absences but dis-

tracting the boy's interest or desire for academic suc-

cess. One might easily understnd hoc: the son would

favor the father's opinion and argument that education

was not necessary to make big money in this field of

activity and that his time was more or less wasted in

school after the time came for the season Lo start.

-oon to boy's school intereat became reduced to the

lowest ebb which was then followed by recurrent tru-

ancies throughout the entire school yea:. Luring the

wiater months when there was no need of being absent

because of his father's wishes; nevertheless, he was

among the missing day after day even though his mother
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believad him in school. As shown in the first para-

graph of this case history, this record of truancy

became the cause of complete failure in all of his

subject matter while in attendance at his chosen sigh

school before transferring to cabin.

It was upon his admittance to Sabin that the

writer became acquainted with him in her classy of 00-

cu,:ations.. In this class, as rell as all others, he

was noticeably superior to almost all otaers enrolled.

ahen present, his aartici)ation in class discussion

was like finding "water in a desert." he was stimulat-

ing to the entire group. he took an active interest in

everything that went on around him, challenging state-

ments and contributing more taan his share to class

discussions. he liked to tell stories and incidences

of carnival life, which left the other class members

envious and "gaping" with amazement. hen the instruc-

tor touched on the fact of social recognition and per-

haps, a lack of proper associations with this class

of working people in the carnival crowd, he arose to

a profound and rallying defense. "What dia. all of

that matter if one made moneyrr" "After all, one could

stand any kind of life if there was money in it,

couldn't they?" These remarks reflected the opinions
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of his father which were molding his thinking. It

was obvious at that time that the instructor made

little headway in changing his attitude. tlthough,

he was worthy of high iilarks on te days he was pre-

sedt, he was absont so much he almost failed the

course as well as all of his other classes.

lAfore the cad of the term, the lad's mother

made a visit to school to solicit the teacher's aid

in helping to keep her boy iu school as well as to keep

him on the right track morally. Jhe c:iTlained in de-

tail this growing friction between her and her husband,

which now had reached such an advanced stage that a

separation was imminent* however, she felt that If she

did go through with breaking up the home that the

father would have complete control and influence,

which, after all, was the worst thing she could do for

the boy. This picture of family trouble was further

increased by the fact that her son was highly infatuat-

ed with a very joung, attraetive, .:tarried woman in

their neighborhood with whom sue was sure he was spend-

ing a great deal of his time, which she thought account-

ed for many of his truancies. The only way she knew

to break this up was to move to another part of the

city which now she was seriously contemplating. It
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turned out later that she carried out this plan as the

boy laughingly related the experience of his father

and him returning late one .sight from the road only to

find the house vaoaat. iieighbors finally told. them

where the wife and sister had moved. They joined them

in this new neighborhood but, perhaps, very unhappily

so. The mother continued to relate that the father was

not in aympathy at all with this love affair, aad his

reaction to it was to hurry the boy out on the road away

from the alluring charm of this feminine intruaer.

1-le mother realized the boy's lack of a grade

average to warrant passing riarks for the term, and,

after frankly telling the truth concerning the whole

situation, she ashed each teacher how much work he lad

to do to make a passing average in her class. 6he

promised to get him to school some way to complete the

requirements if the teachers would see that he compli-

ed with them after he came. This was readily agreed

upon by all teachers involvc;d and Case :Amber 3 return-

ed, after ethers were through, to make up sufficient

work in order to pass for the spring term.

A.th a sincere, grateful attitude toward the

teachers for having made it possible for him s.ucces

sfully to complete his former term's work, he return-
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ed to school the following fall with a changed frame

of mind. ae entered when school opened and through-

out the entire year did not allow one absence to oc-

cur. iither was he tardy nor in default in nyway.

Lis Program was filled to its capacity but work

seemed to be his "moat." former attitude of bore-

dom and laissez faire now became one of alert interest,

cooperation, and leadership. -here formerly he cared

nothing for school activities, he now whole heartedly

entered into the spirit of school organization. lie

took as active part in the Letterman's tflub, the 6tu-

dent ;ouncil, and -enior jiass, of which he was elect-

ed an officer. As a member of the Paper Staff, he

put in an endl ss number of hours planning, orgEniz-

ing, and completing the data necessary to edit the

school's first annual publication. His scholastic

achieveM.ent soared from 4's to l's and 2's. With no

exception, he was an ideal high school student, out-

standing in achievement, leadership, and loyalty.

iJersonality traits, such as cooperation, re-

liability, and leadership which had been rated by the

teachers as low or average, were now rated high or

superior. A grade of 4 in industry was raised to that
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of a 2. Although he freely discussed a desire to

enter college, it was thought by his teachers that

he probably would never enroll, as his father was

offering serious objections. Also, contrary to the

hopes of the teachers thst the boy might rise above

being interested in t! :e life and work of a carnival

owner-operator, he was still eager and enthusiastic

about the opening of the season, anxiously awaiting

the "call of the road" as he expressed it.

In the early part of the month of Lay the boy

petitioned his teachers to assign him advance work

and °laminations in all of kis classes, which he

promised to do in order that he might join his father

for early spring engagem_nts. Upon careful considera-

tion of the lad's recent attendance record, scholas-

tical success, and extra-curricular interest, his re-

quest was unhesitatingly granted. his promises were

fulfilled even in advance of the required date due.

-lot one detail of :ake-up wark was overlooked or

shirlced. He reported for his e3v.minations as agreed

and passed them. Thereupon, he left school to cast

his lot "with the sounding brass and the tinkling sym-

bol." Later he was awarded a diploLia, although he

was not present for raduation.
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.Ar tY

In this case history it is self evident that

one thing this boy aeded was close and constant super-

vision. In a large systan, truancy may be recognized,

but to ferret out the cause and to bring about a read-

justment takes the tine and interest of several )eople,

all working toward the same goal. The ceaseless efforts

of the secretary, who daily phoned the home for confir-

:lation as well as notification, made truancy seem less

likely to be getting by, combied with the willing and

tireless efforts of the teachers to meet the boy more

than half way, in spite of the fact that at first he

was only toying with school. The possibilities for

this boy's school success if he had remained in a

large school, taking into consideration his numerous

outside interests end the hxistencc of a strong, fmily

conflict, might probably have been lessened to the ex-

tent of final withdrawal without an attempt to secure

a diploma. tressed with an eager desire to do, to

create, to act, the large system offered little op-

portunity fcr self expression while the smaller en-

vironment needed and called for one :1. his ability to

take the lead. One may never know what other outside
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agency or influence spurred the boy's desires toward

success during his seaior year but v:Let cue does know

is that, when such an offer was made on the part of

the by, the school philosophy was such that it fell

on understaadilic ears and he was not met with a re-

fusal, but, in its place he was offered eacourage-

Let, cooeration and stiLiulation,
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ONIRAG1-, L-AULL.NT

Case cumber 4 was a boy 19 years of age with

an of 110. In ever] way he was a nornal .ad with

an unusual afi.ount of LJersonal attractiveness. He was

physically well built, ood lookinc;, well dressed,

clean, and proud. lie wolked with an air of Lianliness

and self possession. At the ace of 17 he had left

school which he told the writer seemed a "waste of

tine" and joined the CCC where he remained for a year.

It was while enrolled there that he realized the folly

of not obt,lining a high school diplor,a. He further

said that in comparing himself with other enrollees

he realized that he was above the average in intelli-

gence and backcround and that he should be putting his

time and efforts in a more constructive way. AS he

worded it, "I saw the 30's were for boys of a lower

caliber than I think I am, and of more limited op-

portunities." It was with this thought in mind that

he dropped out of the CCC and planned to re-eater

high school.

Jase Number 4, had formerly attended one of

.4,ortland's re-ular high schools but he nor-, learned

that due to standards and reudrements of a regular
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school he would be scholastically retarded to such ai

extent that he would be over the ago limit before he

could reach graduation. This would involve the paying

of tuition fees which he ..new would not be easily ob-

tained without extreme hardship on others. Tnerefore,

by entering :.;abin high School with its flexible pro-

gram accompanied by mintaam requirements in the tool

or basic subjects, ho would be permitted to graduate

with a four year diploma before he was :l years of

age. ..ith this in mind he entered ..4abin high ..chool

ill .3e)tember, 1939.

Case iiumber 4 came from a home environment

similar to that of the average limerican home. Both

parents were living. The mother had finished eighth

grade and the father had completed two years of high

school education. Number 4 was one of six children.

There were three boys, older than he, and two girls,

one of which was his twin. The father's occupation

was that of a truck driver. The mother was not em-

ployed at all as all of her time was taken up being a

housewife. The Vireo older boys finished high school

and were employed in fairly good jobs in i:eeping with

their education. The two girls, likewise, finishee
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high school and continued on for a period of time

in a business school until they secured positions in

that field. This family picture more or less cor-

roborated the boy's statement that "i4 parents have

always forced the boys in the family to work their

way along, while financial asListaaee was always

forthcoming to the girls." This, ho was one

factor ._ontributing to him giving up and joining the

The writer had occasion to visit the home

were she found conditions plain but comfortable.

furnishings of the home were mediocre but clean and

tidy. radio, magazines, and the daily paper were

in evidence. The current issue of The header's IA-

gest vas lying on a lamp table. i'he mother was a

stout, gray _aired, woman of al:out sixty years of

age. -he seemed rather self 00:1501-C41S and nervous

when face to face with a teacher. however, she soon

collected herself and the visit )roved interesting as

well as pleasant. he freue_itly referred to the

twins as the "babies of the family" and how clad she

would be 7:hen Number 4 graduated from high school.

The writer, however, sensed a tinge of ritagonism

toward the fact that her boy had registered in :Albin
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high ;chool and it was more for this reason that she

would be .7-deased when he wa- out than for any other.

.she expressed some desire in having her son go away

to college as he was quite enthusiastic about it, and

older brothers had been urging him to Co so. But she

made it plain to the writer that if he did go to ()col-

lege, Le would have to be totally self supporting.

Case dumber 4's attendance record showed re-

gularity in school up to the time he had drop,ed out

and enrolled in the COO. iiwever, during those mouths

at .cabin high chool he had become olite, indifferent

about attendance. It became habitual for him to be

absent two days ra week which meant th t his crae

average began to be quite low for one of his Liental

lntelli cc. hen ashed for an excuse for his ab-

sence, he con istently refused to bring one, sL'ying

that he was a grown man making his own cecisions and

he saw little reason in having his mother sign a note

for him which he would only write himself. This, in

truth, was what he would do, when Ln excuse was demand-

ed for the sake of conforming to those rules of the

school to which others had to conform. Causes for

his absences were always to the effect that he had
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worked a day or two on sohie extra job which came up

and that he had to have the money. ;;hen it was men-

tioned that Le had missed quite a lot of work at

school and that his credo averace would not justify

any absences ho would always remark, "I'll :.Jake up

all that I've missed," but seldom did he do it. His

make-up work became so piled up that he preferred

to acceot a failing grade for the term with this idea

of making it UT) tho following one. In the final

an lysis of the term's work he usually came through

with a 4 average when he could easily jlive had l's

or 2's.

fre:uent talks with him the investi-

gator soon learned that he was, in reality, becoming

indifferent toward scholastic achievement. lie admit-

ted that he could do much better work than he was do-

ing. (2 one ::ccasion he said, "I hate to be too good

because i feel like a fool in this class of d )14dS0111

(.his remark well illustrates the heterogeneous

groupings that often occur in a special school -)ro-

gram.) -o it continued to be until graduation, tat

Case Number 4, worked bel:m his capacity in every form

of scholastic endeavor. In answer to the statement
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by the writer that he could not expect to succeed

in college with efforts like these, he a:Lawered,

"Oh, I'll work tlLen --I can if I have to.

to work "if he had to" was _,roved by the em-

nloyent record he had acquired. It had a :areatly

been easy for him to obtain employment as he had work-

ed one summer at Libby, Lceil arid Libby company, and

another summer he had full time employment in a ma-

chine shop in .alifornia. Luring his Jhristmas vaca-

tion he obtained a job on the delivery system at the

Leier and ieraak Jompany. After school hors and on

6aturdays he was employed daily in a grocery store

as a sales clerk and a clean-up boy.

lie was elected president of the ..enior class,

which he took seriously and to which he gave his best

effort. 1-uties add oblicatious of this .:rice mere

dispensed with in a manly fashion. Lase .uTater 4 was

a good dancer and at ease on every occasion where

the writer Lad opportunity to observe him. at the

Juniolc-oaior vance he moved about ;Iith utmost grace,

poise, 73rd self Aonfideace. He was chosen to give

the Address of elcome the night of his grauuation,

which he did with remarkable success. He did not be-
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long to any school clubs or organizations because

:e felt the boys were much too young for him.

kersonality traits as scored by his teachers

indicated a fairly high rating in leadership, co-

operation, and reliability but below average in in-

dustry and application when into consideration

his mental ability.

In final conferences with him before his gradua-

tion, thoughts of college hod been abandoaed and a de-

fease job was looming up as quite the attractive thing

to do. profile card at the sychouetric Labora-

tory indicated a hood mind accompanied by better than

the average ability in "echanical aptitudes.

scores wore not low in any test administered. His

clerical ability rated among the highest which tal-

lied with his school achievement in tae commercial sub-

jects whea he had applied himself.

The writer arranged two interviews for him

with business men to discuss passible employment when

through school and upon both occasioas ae ,,de very

favorable im:,ressioas, but following Lraduation he

enrolled in the i-efease Training Program at licason

Technical high 6chool where he was moved along sue-
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cessf:liy and rapidly. he made a final visit to

1-,is former school to bid the writer good bye' before

leaving for ,;alifornia with a contingent of boys in

the aviation corps. ;r recent telephone conversation

with the hol.le established the fact that he is now em-

ployed as a "sub-assembly nen" in Lockheed Aircraft

Corporation, where he -as had one promotion since being

assicaed.
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SVIAdAkilf

This boy might easily have side stepped getting

a high school diploma if such an opportunity of educa-

tion for thu overage boy had nut been available. It

is reasonable to believe that with his ability in em

ployment, the rational approach would be that he did

not need a hich school diploma as he got along alright

without it. In vier of the circumstances at home re-

lative to any financial backing, little encouragement

-:iould have been offered and perhaps, much unhappiness

had the boy set out to complete his nigh school work

regardless.

The student personnel of Sabin High School

provided a normal environment for Case _Dumber 4 as

there were enouch others near the some age chronolo-

gicolly and mentally to make his surrouncAngs suit-

able, whereas, if he had atteaucd a regular high

school he probably would have found hi_self set a-

part and o misfit in a student body of youngsters.

Sabin high School also, presented an advantage in

that, because he wa outstandingly superior, he was

offered opportunities for leadership which otherwise,

might never have come his way.
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PHYSICAL HANDICAP

Case Number 5 was a transfer from one of the re-

gular high schools, where he had boon enrolled as a

third termer. Records disclose that he had enrolled

there from a small hich school in the state, where he

had completed ode year's work with a passing average

of J in all subjects. however, one semester's work at

a large traditional school proved his deficiency and

inability to cope with such a situation. In the lat-

ter school he failed all of his subjects with the ex-

ception of physical education. Thereupon, he was re-

com.lended to cabin high School.

The boy was then 18 years old with an of

86. Physically, he was a perfect specimen of health

and vitality with every characteristic of youthiul in-

terest and curiosity. he was a tall, husky youngster

with a wholeso.e spirit, a natural bent.for fun, but a

genuine respect for those in authority. his attitude

toward school and his teachers was most coa_endable

at all times. Although he was frequently in a play-

ful mood and might reouire a little disciplining, he

responded to it peacefully, courteously, and with

marked respect. As he was growing rapidly, one could
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easily see that he was uore iaature physically than

mentally. Ee had a happy adolescent expression and

he readily gave the impression of a well trained,

eager, normal boy. his only physical handicap was

that he wore heavy thick glasses through which he

peered in a puzzled, strained way. This was due to

the fact that when a boy in the seventh grade, he had

suffered a severe attack of the measles, during which

time, while confined in bed, he read copiously, as a

means of entertaiment. It was soon after this that

his parents noticeu that he squinted badly and held

the books very close to his eyes when reauing. Later

the boy's English tea,_ ler reported that she realized

he could not see the work on the board nor the print-

ed pace of a book.

The father's attention was called to this in-

creasing handicap to which he said he gave immediate

attention. The doctor's explanation was, as stated

previously, that over-use or strain on the eyes dur-

ing his attack of measles had caused this serious con-

dition to follow. The father was assured by the doc-

tor that with properly fitted Llasses a.Jd as little

strain as possible on the eyes during the lad's grow-
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ing up period, his eyesight would probably be restor-

ed to normalcy by the time he was 21 yers of age.

however, he further atate6 that this treatment must be

carefully follo;.ed or the lad's eyesight might be com-

pletely lost.

th parental care arm attention Lase Number 5

was realizing a s1_,w but gradual improvement. his par-

ents were understanding people who, although very eager

for an education for their son, realized the emergency

at hand. The father was at one time a high school prin-

cipal in his younger years, while the mother appeared to

be a thrifty business woman who ran a small grocery

store to supplement the family income. The father was

then employed as maila:er of a small stage which operated

between two suburban communities. As there were no other

children in the family group as much attention and fami-

ly care was proffered as was necessary to create a normal,

happy home surrounding. The income was only average

but sufficient to -..rovide substantita and wholesome ac-

tivities for the son. he had a membership in the Y.L.

G.. and had been an active member of the Boy scouts

for years. The interest and influence of the father

,:ere anifested occasionally by his visits to the school
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where he called upon each teacher personally to ascer-

taia his son's progress.. Lm accompanied the lad to

school on the day of his registration at -abin so that

he might carefully present the handicap under which the

boy must labor and, also, that he might understand what

Liethods and pursuits would be feasible, as well as

available, toward adjustmeat for his son.

The writer's first contact with the case was at

the time when the boy was transferred to Dubin. he was

enrolled in an class of which the writer was

the instructor. here every opportunity given for

the subject matter to be absorbed in any way except

through the use of the eyes. ::special assigAmeat were

given to him which envolved as much oral response as

possible. Un days when a spelling lesson was given

he would willincjy rep,:rt after school for his ten min-

ute oral spelling lesson. As he could not use his eys

for reading, an N.Y.A. boy was hired to read his re-

quired reading to him. Oral reports were accepted in-

stead of written ones. In much the same way a special

examiaation was Given, which was able to ,.as s be-

cause of his early foundation and genral comprehen-

sion.
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The boy's program included those fundamental

core subjects which would be necessary to any high

school diploma. .-hach teacher understood his handi-

cap and carefully adjusted her teaching to fit his

needs. 10 all of this, the boy responded with earnest

and :Ancere co-operation. The father reported that

mathehatics ad been worked out quite successfully, as

he had helped his son a great deLl at home with the use

of large, heavy pencils and object ,:iaterial with which

he was able to supplement the day's work at school. The

boy's prpgram did not include any shop work, as little

interest was manifested in that direction. Also, the

element of danger would be high in his case, inasmuch

as his visual hanc.icap might lead to a serious accident.

Psychometric scores showed a zero in three or the 1A51-

chemical aptitude test. This might be explained by

the fact that he failed in every test for visual acui-

ty. .hen asked by the writer what line of industry

or occupation he was interested in, he said dentistry.

.ealizing the necessary eyo strain involved in this

profession, his parents were trying to interest him

in "radio engineering." Just what phase of recite

they did not seal to know.
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'As the boy was very eager to take typing it

was finally agreed to program hiE. for the course,

as it was believed by tLe instructor in that depart-

ment that aids micht be used to facilitate his learn-

ing to type with a minimum strain on his eyes. After

much painstaking efforts on his art and a very, slow

approach, he finally learned in one year what other

boys in his class learned in six creeks. The teacher

nade specil icsaon charts for Am which she printed

in large letters with black India ink on a dull, un-

glossed, paper, yellow in color to relieve the glare.

he was never all .wed to attempt to type from a print-

ed page. It was to be expected thz-t he would aever

acquire speed nor accuracy but he was able to produce

a fair copy of typed material which was worthy of

comeadation and praise. Lis pride in his accomplish-

ment was obviously stn ulating to his ego.

Lis personality ratincs by his teachers

were high in co-operation, industry, and

averace in appearance anti oral expression, but low in

accura y. Bernreuter personality test iaeicated

that he had a moderate tendency toward feelings of

inferiority and self-consciousness miu was somewhat
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emotionally unstable. ills lowest score indicated

that he disliked solitude, needed advice and en-

couraeement frog; others and accordingly, appeared

submissive to the will of others. 'ith these char-

acteristics it would be reasonable to assume that,

in the main, his school environment was filling his

needs euotionally.

Case umber 5 seemed happy and socially well

adjusted among the boys. Although he did not eater

into extra-curricular activities of the school he was

a loyal supporter of the student bony in such matters

as buying a student body card, contributing to school

funds and attending social functions which included

him. ':ihen questioned rece.Ltly by the writer if he

liked Liabin high school and how he was getting alone,

he enthusiastically replied in the affirmative be-

sides adding that the techers were all so helpful

and that he hopes to gradute befsre long. having,

now completed six terms of high school work, he plan-

ned to remain in school long enough to secure a four

year diploma.
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For one with the serious handicap of tease

iumber 5, it would be reasonable to assume that a

few years ago a high school diploma might have been

L.:possible for him to achieve. In his environment

at Sabin high -chool he seems to have fDund an op-

p, Ttunity to complete his high school training with

a minimum of strain on his failing eyesight. Here

the school :,as supplied fiethods and a mens to the

solution of his problem. Although social adjustment

was a lesser need in this case, nevertheless, the en-

vironment of a ;;;ill student bony has afforded him a

happier existence than that of a barge school, where,

although his need might have been recognized, little

could have been done about it in rapidly moving

classes where he would sooner or later have been com-

elled to drop behind. A program c,efinitely fitted

to his needs was essentisi. Uaretni individual at-

tention combined Tith ersonal idterest and flie!idly

sympathy is helping the boy to move slotly but surely

toviard achieving his coveted high school uiploma.
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BROKEN HOME

lase AuUer 6, came as a voluntary student from

one of the regular high schools where he hau been re-

fused admittance because he wished to enroll after

school had been in session six weeks. Throughout the

previous stun er months he had been employed in a dis-

tant state where he continued working until he had to

make a choice or cuitting his job 02 aontinuing his

high school work. Although he chose the latter he

found tie doors closec to him upon his return. ,;onse-

queatly, his only choice was to find another job or

enroll at cabin High school where late arrival regu-

latiods were not as rigid. At the tiae of his regis-

tration at 6abin high School he was 17 years old.

The subject of this case history,withof 92

was in every way a normal, healthy and attractive

young man. pith curly, blond hair, pretty teeth,

fair complexion, and e well built, sturdy body he

might well be the center of attraction in any group

of boys and girls his age. his only physical defect

was vision which necessitated his rearing glasses.

This, however, could hardy be classificu as a de-

triment to his a .pearaace as they were articularly
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becoming to him. Although he was not entirely up to

not al in intellicence, neither could he be consider-

ed much of a variait. In every way he would generally

pass for a i)erfectly healthy, normal boy. Possessed

with an over supply of self consciousness, he .Lid many

imaginary battles to fight. having been a "pretty

boy" as a child., he had always been teased by his boy

playmates and made great fun of, because of his ready

blush to all jokes directed at him. he admitted that

in simple games in which he was "it", an overwhelming

desire to hide would seize him, or if he played the

game he suffered much anbarrasseA. be admitted fur-

ther that minor matters of no im)o:Aance at all, would

put him ill at ease and when in any social group, ex-

cept that of very close friends, he felt wholly inade-

quate. Aotwithstanding the fact thLt he was always

well dressed at school, he aemitted that he constantly

worried about his looks, his clothes, his posture, his

walk and personal im;:lesoioiis that he might be malting

on people. A minor growth on his knee which in no

way was noticeable to those about him was the cuse of

him decic.,iric that he walked stiff - legged r.nd that

people felt sorry for him. reeling of inferio:rity
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were so much a part of his makeup that through the

yours he had acquired little poise of self possession.

ell does the writer recall her surprise when he an-

nouaced that Le was not expecting to attend his senior

bang uet which was to be hold in a first class down

town restaurant and 7hen asked why not he replied,

"';day, I wouldn't know how to act."

On social occasions in which the writer lied op-

pJrtunity to observe hi.., it was noticed thLt upon

eAtering a room he immediately would seek a far away

corner. IatroUuctioas came hard for him and he took

little part in the general conversatiou. although he

had friends, it was not easy for him to make new ones.

Ilia friends (Ad not seem to be drawn from his school

mates. It was believed th: t often these outside in-

terests had some distracting influence Si his school

work. Bernreuter 'ersoaality test scored him quite

unstable emotionally, bordering on neurotic tenden-

cies. Low in self sufficiency and with a definite

leaning toward introversion, the hoe eaviionmeat of

the boy was far from Lei :g helpful.

Doming from an illiterate family, the parents

of which had little educL.tion, Vase L4umber 6, had

little chance for a social or educational future. He
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was the eldest of three children, who had always

provided the parents with all they could do financial-

ly to provide sufficiently. iith :;Eirents were aliens

from ,:anada, never having become ..merican citizens.

Before moving to ibrtland, C.regon they had lived near

the iuget sound whore the father had been regularly

employed on a river barge on which he frequently took

his eldest son for trips. The boy was then a child

u der ton years of ace when the "lure of the sea" had

its greatest appeal. It was here he acquired a last-

ing fondness for boats and sea going experiences. The

boy described his father as small in build but strong

and husky in body. ,l_though deeply attached to his

father, later events and training of the mother had

changed this affectioa to bitter hatred.

itiain the child was twelve years old family

troubles began. Lifferences arose between the parents

which finally resultee in the boy witnessiau a family

brawl which ended in gun play but no serious casual-

ties. This resulted in a permanent searation in

which the mother took the children and .eft. .a few

months later she married a man whom she had known ,,re-

viously. vase Number 8 said his step-father "is al-
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right I guess, but never seems close to me." In due

time the real father married a woman whom the boy

does not like and whom he spoke of as "young enough

to be my girl."

His mother was a large, raw-boned woman, nice

looking, neat and tidy in appearance, but had coarse

features accompanied by an obvious lack of refinement.

Jhe was a hard working woman, who felt greatly dis-

satisfied with her lot in life, openly annouaeing to

those who cared to listen that hhe re-married only for

the sake of her three children. Because her present

husband's income was ne-;er enough to supply their needs,

she did housework outside of her own hope for a liv-

ing. her eldest son had always been very unhappy over

this second marriage and defiaitely felt to blame for

her unhappiness. he had also felt responsible for the

future of the other children because he had heard so

many times that his mother re-married for "their"

sakes. his mother had rLised the boy with stories of

leis of -n father's mistokec, Tilling him with bitter

resentment toward him. his step father was a mill-

wright who was gainfully employed when he wished,

but at regular intervhls he would quit his job and
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leave town to pursue personal Literest: in a mining

claim. i e mother claiLed he did so without .aking

any provision for the upkeep of the family but seem-

ed to mange just for himself. /Airing these times,

case Number d was expectee to give every cent of his

money to the care of the family and accumulated bills.

This does not mean that the family was in des-

perate circumstances by any means. They lived quite

well, probably beyond their means. They had a fairly

nice home, comfortable, and in a reasonably _00c

neighborhood. The mother loved the company of young

people aid ontertained them freely, having many din-

ner 2)1..rties. In disposition she was very domineering

and dictatorial which probably accounted for most of

her son's lack of sufficiency. The son reported that

she tried to manage all of the children's lives even

to the point of picking out their boy and girl friends.

Jhe resorted at times to "fainting spells", and a play

upon his consideration for her "ill health" to gain

her end.

his school attendance seems to ave been quite

regular until he reached the upoer division of high

school where scattered and iriegular attendance began
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to show up . This is explained by the boy as caused

by the _iced for eaning any money that he could. York

offered to him for a few days or a week was seldom re-

fused because of his school. gollowing a sumLieres va-

cation, he always failed to enroll at the opening of

the term but entered six weeks late. his, Jf course,

put him behind the others, which did not seem to worry

him much and which he explained was necessary because

of his job which he held as long as he could.

though he realized he was far behind the others, he re-

quired constant urging; and pusning of his teac_ers to

earn a passin: rade avera:c in all of his subjects.

L.cholastic achievement was never up to the level

of what he could have eon_ if he had taken his school

a little more seriously and kept his attendance more

regular. because his interests definitely ran toward

professional fields he via. sincerely interested in col-

lege but realized his home environment would possibly

eliminate any opportunity icr him to attend. A voca-

tional interest test given to him during his last

tern in high school clearly indicated pmnounced in-

terests in enineering, medicine and science. i'sy-

chometric tests showed him high in i_ec anical abili-
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ty which, combined with strong interests and learning

ability, indicated a pohsible success in any of these

choices.

Luring his final term in high school a most

unfortunate occurrence almost obliterated every chance

for receiving a diploma althou,,h ho was on the verge

of graduation. Case Number 6 was the driver of a car

of young people, among whom his sister was a member,

returning from a Jaturdey night dance in which a minor

accident occurred but resulted in the decapitation of

one of the young men of the group. Although it was

no fault of the driver, he assumed all blame as he was

the oldest one in the party. Two days spent in jail

durilv investigation and the victim at home of un-

leashed,!-Ugh, emotional excitement almost sent the boy

insane. The need of a father at a time like this be-

came paramount. As he told one of teachers of

whom he had Lade a confidant, "I had no one to talk

to. I couldn't leave home for a walk nd I couldn't

stay home and heat the talk, talk, talk." The boy

frankly confessed serious thoughts of suicide, which

it would be reasonable to imagine possible for one of

his already neurotic teneencies.
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This was the school's big chance to salvage

the boy and keep him on the right track at a time in

his life when everything else was failing him. It

was a week before he returned to school and one can

easily imagine the utter chagrin, embarrassment and

disgrace he must aave suffered when he took his place

among his classmates. hue to his late ar. ivul in the

fall and scattered but frequent absences throughout

the term, and a week's absence only a short time be-

fore graduation, his chances for finishing with his

class looked almost hopeless. ,ach teacher, in turn,

met the situation calmly and apparently with wide

open eymaathy but backed up with a souaa, common sense

endeavor to establish him in Lis own mind and at tA0

same tine call for cooperation on his part to assist

them in helping him to be honorably deserving of a

diploma which was so nearly due. e)utsiee work was

assigned to bridge the gap caused by absences, and

constant attendance was necessary to assure further

accumulation of grades.

The boy ralliea to the issue t stake. Not

one day of school was missed. all thoughts of fun

and pleasure were out of his mind and although bur-

dened with more distracting mental pictures ire clung
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to his school, adopting it as his one means of

stabilization. This rreat need was e= pressed when he

said to his registration teacher, "school was the only

thing I had to hang on to."

The terF, was eaced end he received his diploma

with the others. It _list eve `seen with a great exer-

tion of vdll power end the conquering of intense men-

tal coaflicts that he walked down the aisle sae onto

the stage before the gaze of everyone. Little can

the average, evenly balaiicec ineividuel realize the

over-whelming upheaval of emotions that .gust have been

present in his heart and mind. in a humble way he

tried to express his appreciation of his teachers whom

he said to the writer "They :ave sure been swell to

me."

.bollowing graduation, Casa Number 6 was employ-

ed gainfully in a job of a mechanical nature which he

said he liked but it was nothing compared to what he

wished to do. Ale step father had deserted the fanny

again for "greeacr fields," for himself nd the nine-

teen year old boy of this study was having to turn

over all :Jf his money to the suport of the family

until his step fattier "made coed" and returned to the
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household. ,ith maturity, observation and a keener

understanding of family relationships he waS now very

resentful toward his u.sther and definitely felt that

ho had been for years the recipient of her selfi;.haess,

dominance, and poor judgment.

In this case history, two 3coasions in which

there was a choice of "school" or "not school" were the

decisive factors in beeping this young man on the track

of educstiontal progress. Lt both times, the existence

of a school whose philosophy was to meet the boy's needs

v:hen the need was the greatest was the solution to his

I)roblem. ,hen other schools found late registrations

too cistracting to class :)rocedures Di too wasteful of

student efforts, cabin flizji echool sood ready to re-

ceive thera, at least s:,bmitting a possible approach to,

often ti es, a serious ,roblem rather than denying that

any ,)roblem existed except that of the school. if the

subject of this case history had not been able to enroll

in school when admittance elsewhere was refuse,., he

would have sought e 1)loymeat as a solution to the ques-

tion, "what shall I do's" and hence, probably would have

been lost to the school world. In the same manner it
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was this sciool whose kind and understanding philoso-

phy f adolescent problems held this wavering lad, and

directed his thinking fano action in the ri tt channels

at a time when advice and counsellin were tcL::t needed.

To keep this boy in school and offer a

stabilizing influence, neither too harsh nor too soli-

citous ere the duties and desires of those members of

the staff who composed the .abin high s=chool faculty.
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l'ARTIALLY SELF-SUPPORTING

Case -lumber 7 entered Sabin nigh School in sep-

tember, 1939, as a voluntary student from one of the

regular high schools. was 17 years old when admit-

ted. is I.c . was 114.

As his I. indicated he vas a normally bright

boy and one would wonuer why this boy would be enrol-

led in this type of school. 1e was always well et.res-

sed, im.Laculately clelln, shaven, and well groomed at

all times. Lie possessed an exceptionaly fine posture

and walked with a decided air of self assursAce. Al-

though of medium :eight, he gave the iEpressien of be-

ing taller as he was sluauer and well built for his

height. ell fitting clothes lend quite the finished

touch to an already well groomed figure. With curly

hair and bronn eyes which radiated expression and in-

telligence, ne was an attractive boy to look at end

equally attractive when ea(:aed in a conversation.

its attitude, interest, aac behavior in school were

of the best and were always accompanied by courteous

attention.

his complexion, which was flavless, belied his

health as he vas frequently ill and had a fairly long

record of health disturAinces. lie had worn glasses
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since a very small boy and one eye cid been reported

practically useless. he was obviously very nervous

which was outwardly expressed in the ft :et that he

could hardly remain seated throw7h an entire class

period. Ls he once said, "everything ives me the

jitters and I get so bored with those dumb kids." He

had an inward uoiter which no doubt, was one contri-

butinc faCtor to his unusual nervousness. .Lfiects of

the goiter were showing up in a "popping" of

the eyes, which was almost indiscernible to a stranger.

he was left handed, which :-Jade rriting teA.ou task

to hip_!. Llthough he wrote a legible, attractive hand,

le did so verL aw:zwardly.

TI -e writer's first contact with him was in a

required .nglish class where Lis work* written or oral,

was so superior that he was outstandingly a nisfit in

this class of slow, disinterested* and almost aJtauonis-

tic learners. Although his class work was far superior

he barely passed the sbject with a low average due to

freqdent inattendsuce which kept his average down. It

was nothing unusual for him to be absent two or three

days out of each week. All of his ,_Dudes in other

classes had suffered likewise, cLusing him to close

the term's work with very low marks. A conference with
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him at that time revealed little to the counselor as,

obviously, he felt strange in the school and a basis

of committuent had nut yet been established,

iiter the passing of a ;> ear's time the boy

again cuue under the attention and close observation

of the writer. kith renewed interest in leeGhing the

type of :}roblem existing in tide case, t e writer set

out to study him and to cultivate his frienthhip if

ossible.

It was easy to arrive at an early conclusion

that little or no change had taken jace in his habits

of attendance. he was absent d:_,ys t a time before

returning for re-aduittance. On those days in which

he was in school his response was so superior it was

difficult to conduct a class and not let him "steal

the allow," he coJrse he was now tu.king vas Uccn,)a-

tions in which the subject matter dealt entirely with

jobs rams employment problems, cuestions and an-

swers were distinctly those of an experienced person.

Although his classmates were fifteen to seventeea

years old many of .t:em were totally inexperienced in

any kind of a job or knowledge of the working world.

The writer would often turn the class over to number
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7 and with a brief outline of what to do, she could

leave the room, and upon returning find a most satis-

factory lesson on the board. -any interestinv discus-

sions soon brought the bo;" to the teacher's desk for

conferences and further coraments. Thereupon, a friend-

ly rapport was soon established.

story and background as told by him was

somewhat as follows:

ilumber 7 came from a family of intelligent

;J,Ierican citize:.s. Lis father :mid a good job as a

super cargo and was referred to sftcn by Lis c)n as

"making good mone.j." his mother had for pliwrs been

a credit manager in a local jewelry store but at

present was not working. Le had no brothers but two

sisters, one older and one thirteen years of age.

The family were of Irish extraction, all were good

looking people, and possessed strong racial pride in

their desce,,t.

The fatter seemed to lack ambition for any

education io]: his son beyond high scLool, and not

even that _uch as far a :; he was concerned. On the

other hams, the mother was very anxious for him to

continue until he secured s diploid._, This point
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seemed to be the ,,rinciple factor of discontent and

friction as regarded the boy. iiumber 7 said his

fater would frequently order him to uit school and

get out and take care of himself. The boy via:.; then

employed as a salesman in a jewelry store after

school and operating a ride at Jantzen beach at night,

from seven o'clock witil midnight, besides carryia a

full load of subjects at school. Although he was prac-

tically self-supporting, then, it seeed the father

felt that school was a silly waste of time as he had

done alright without it, ,suing quit when he was twelve

years of age. His principle argument was that if his

son insi,Aed on a high school diploma he would have to

pay his own way. --hen his father was sized with this

frame of mind, the boy would drop out and seek steady

empluyi,ieat to try to satisfy him. The lad stated fur-

ther, that if he dropped out and seriously sought em-

ployment he became more quickly reinstated in his

father's Lood graces, who then acquiesced and permit-

ted him to return to school. i)eriodically, he was

_Living to quit school but retur.ed efter the storm of

,rotest had subsided.

This story of the iree father has been repeat-

ed often by the boy to those teachers who have alnifest-
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ed a sincere interest in the case and who have sought

to seek some method of adjustmeat. It certainly is

not beyond possibility that this might be the prouuct

of the boy's imagination but a conversation between the

mother and the writer quite definitely confirmed the

boy's statements.

As the spring term of 1941 advanced, Case Number

7 became more friendly, even to the point of confiding

rather intiate difficulties to the writer. lollowilig

one of his "forced recesses" from school he finally

retur,Led to be ro-admiAed but was obviously discourag-

ed. biithOut any rging he launched into a prplonged

description of his home situation which revealed more

friction there besiues what yr.s bein directed at hiL

by his father.

his mother, as described her son, was very

high strung and extremely nervous. sue to this condi-

tion she was the kind of a person who could never rest

nor relax as there was always, something to do. Minor

happenings irritated her grestly, about which she would

nag the least offender, who admitted the offense in

oruer to hush up the subject. This nervous irritation

carried over to others in the family until constant
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quarreling took place, each one biasing someone else.

The soh :Eisteded Lo say that in the some way she made

unreasonable demands on her children and in return

was never satisfied with the results. One remark

which the writer particular14 remembered because it

was so true of ncny mothers, was "mince I've been in

high school I never have haG a boy friend or girl

friend my mother approved of. Neither does my sis-

ter. She disapproves of all of them. This attitude

of the mother had beA2 exem,lified oh one occasion

when she outwardly displayed at school her discpprov-

al of one of the other Sabin boys who was in company

with her son. In every other way the mother showed

cooperation with the school, frequently calling from

the store to see if her son was present.

A brief visit by the writer to the home sub-

stantiated in a sma11 degree a few of the statements

Fade by the son. Excessive nervousness of the mother

was apparent as at no time during the visit did she

relax completely. Besides fig iting, here and there,

picking up this and that and laying it down, moving

an object from one position to another and contin-

uously inquiring as to the comfort of her guest, she

engaged in a sprishtly conversation accompanied by
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nervous gestures to emphasize her remarks. The visit

was quickly ter:As:tee by the arrival of other guests

but served as a background for some agreement with

the boy as to his mother's nervous disk)sition.

The home conditions, other thaii as described

above seeed comfortable and econo-ically sound. The

house itself was modelm and in a hood neighborhood

surrounded by other attractive places. The family

owned a car which they used frequently for evening

drives and week end trips.

ease Number 7's attendance record throughout

his grade school years showed frequent absences but

not prolonged ones. Following an attack of measles

he missed two years work in elementary 1-.ades but had

made up one by attending summer school and taking ex-

aminations on the work covered.

It was after he enrolled in school that

his attendance became very bad. he entered one of the

regular high schools in the fall of 1937 viere at the

end of two years time he we_ one full year retarded

for his age. Lis usual grade record was a 3,4, and

5 in many subjects with an occasional final 5 in

some courses. A conference with the school secretary

of nis former school disclosed the fact thst he would
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take "if rench leave" from school someti-os for a week

or two at a time returning suddenly with the state-

ment that he had been working. he would proceed to

make up his work in a few days then be gone agsin.

This continued for two years when he voluntarily ask-

ed to transfer to abin.

At abin Lichool, attendance habits for

..;ase aumber 7 were much the sane only :le assulAed a

grown up attitude about it. This vas ::robably due

to the fact that he was z;ra:,tically self-supdorting

and, hence, felt his indedondence.

Now he never "made" excuses nor does he bring

any. ,hen questioned he frankly stated, "I have to

work hard nights and i don't got to bed until 2:30"

or, "I can't work days and nights both and got to

school every day." It was most disconcerting to re-

ceive such blunt answers, but, nevertheless, he was

a)parently being honest about it. :ere agsin was the

case of a boy with a man's viewpoint. its far as

could be learned from members of the staff, case dum-

ber 7 came and went without serious interference from

any teacher in this regard because of his heavy obli-

gations and because ,e was always able to "cone

through" at the last, usually by examination method.
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Lis grades wefe never good and certainly below his
mental capacity but in his case he was acuiring

more knowledge and elperionce through his outside

contacts than school alone coulu teach him.

his kersonality Traits as rated by teachers

were high in appearance, oral expression, and accuracy

but low in leadership, incnstry, cooperativeness, send

reliability. ..11.e latter was ixobably based upon the

fact that he was ho seldom in school. Lack of relia-

bility was demonstrated in the fact that vhen arrange-

ments were made at the Psychometric Laboratory to take

the tests he appeared long enough to take three and

never returned for the others although a full day had

been all;;wed from school for this purpose.

he took part in no school functions nor did he

interest in school organizations. At 19

years o1 age, his popularity was confined to those

older boys, a few like hi. self, who chronologically

should be out of high school but were not.

.Liollowing the closin;.; of schools, ho was employ-

ed full time at the jewelry store where he appered in-

tensely interested and which he said he hoped to LL...ke

his life's work. he stated that he expeoteu to finish

high school next year.
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SUMGARY

One of the purposes of a special school is to

fit the program around thy, needs of the boy, and for

tose high school individuals ::ho have to work to sup-

plement the family income or to provide for themselves,

this feature of education which digresoes a long way

from the traditional plan is most essential in the pre-

sent age of unemployment and economic stress. cabin

high definitely plaAs t_ organize a boy's day

so that he may .ave a late arrival or an early dismis-

sal to accomodate the partially or even totally self-

supporting boy. Although this boy did not seem to fol-

low any definite form of irregularity, nevertheless,

his attendance wLL irregular enough that his success in

any high school was seriously challenged unless some

provision aside from the daily routine be zovided.

ih1s provision was offered Lt :A:11)in high ochool in the

way of maLe uo tests and added assignments which were

oefficient to bridge the gap of recurrent absences, all

in the hope of keeping the boy encouraged and willing

to put forth the necessary effort to complete as zany

credits as possible. As he nears the end of striviog

for those remaining credits, it is to be hoped that

rather than sacrifice them all, he will stay with
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school until he is graduated.
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OVA 50LICIT0U6 UOTHLTING

Case number 8 was a boy 20 years of age with

an I.L. of 98. lie way tra:sferred to .Jabin Junior IA-

vision at the 8A level because of failing _,arks in all

of the tool suWects. Upon completion of the 8b he re-

ceived a L>abin diploma which did not recoramend him to

a regular high school.

his appearance in school was clean and tidy. ils

clothes were always of the best as well as the newest

modes in high school fashions. 1ie could not be consider-

ed a good looking chap lecause he had quite en unhealthy

cA very bony pointed features, a weak, submis-

sive chin accompanied by a sickly, ineffective grin,

and pale, watery, blue eyes whose lids were always In-

flamed. lAs oyes were the most distractiAc feature

about him as they reflected neittier raiaAce, enthu-

siasm, nor interest and could seldom hold his gaze to

the completion of a sentence. krom his facial expres-

sion alone it would be easy to question the boy's in-

telligence rating but further and more frequent con-

tacts with him had substantiated the fact that he

seemed to possess fairly normal intelligence.

The boy seldom carlied lunches to seilool but

hau sufficient funds to purchase the best and most ex-
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pensive plates in the cafeteria. 6n many occasions

he would drive the family car to school shich was one

of the newest models in the average rice range of

cars.

As far as physical surroundings were concerned

the home eavironment of the boy was better than the

average of those who sada up the student body of Sabin.

he cane from an up to-date, modern hose with all sur-

roundings tasteful and well planned. Both parents were

employed, the father in tne ship yards and the mother

as a buyer at Gill's Book Coin auy. 'there was a younger

sister in the fnmily group who was a most attractive

sirl of sixteen. The mother was an unusually good

looking woman, in her early forties, who dressed

fashionably and carried herself with :uite a haughty

attitude. he told the investigator on one occasion

that she had married quite young soon after she grad-

uated from high school. her two children were born

early in Ler riarried life and as a young mother she

felt helpless with the great task ahead of her. she

frequently referred to her son as always having been

a sickly child who had demanded so mush care ens at-

tention and about whom she was incessastly serried.

_Le was seldom able to visit the school unless it be-
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came necessary. "Lecoming necessary" to her seemed

to mean to fight her son's battles with regard to his

grades, which had occurred frequeAtly throughout his

entire school record. Those teachers, even of his

early years in school, reported having to explain to

the mother all of the reasons for her son's failure

in school subjects. It became known among the

teachers as the price one would have to pay for fail-

ing him. It seemed in each offense that the son felt

he had not deserved such a Liark and althouch it

would be reasonable to assume that no teacher would

c.J.ange the crade once given, it gradually became a

habit for mother and son to bring the teacher to

task and demand an explanytion.

Lis attendance record in grade school was

fairly satisfactory. lAie to usual childhood diseases,

an absent period of two w eks or so was recorded

here and there. Throughout those years that the writ-

er had him enrolled almost every term in some high

school subect, it was customary for him to be absent

at the rate of one day a week which was sufficient to

break all continuity of the lesson material. Upon re-

turning, he ado absolutely no effort to find out what

he had missed or to get assignments from other boys.
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Ito would saunter into the classroom without books,

paper, or pencil, with the attitude that he was not

expected to know what to bring or 6o because he had

been absent. »lien questioned about it, he always pro-

d.ced an excuse immediately which was far from the cus-

tomary habit of most other boys from whom it took sev-

eral days to get one. But his was written and signed

by his mAher and ready for immediate delivery. The

majority of them sim:ay read "Billy was absent for

days as was not feelinL welt." This was sufficient

to comply with the regulation regarding absences but

when he was further admonished about "catching up

now" or "finding out now what the class did while he

was gone," he would grin weakly, shrug his shoulders,

and stri, "how can I when I wasn't here?" as if that

were a magic phrase that would absolve him from any

further obligations. This attitude toward not being

in school prevailed through to his final night of

graduation, as will be explained later.

In the opening paragraph it was stated that

vase Number 8 was transferred to :.inbin at the comple-

tion of his seventh grade because of his failing

marks. At that time it was evident that he was more

and more a misfit in a class room situation where
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little individual attention could be given and where

the subject ._otter was beyond his :r.cts. A remedial

rogram became necessary to prepare him for high

school work. Although these features were made avail-

able to him at Sabin High School, little could be ac-

complished without some effort on the boy's part to

take advantage of this opportunity and try to fulfill

some of the requirel.knts of his daily work. But this

he did. not do. The boy hover exerted Eur effort to

apply ht.self in any subject he took. Nothing seemed

to appeal to hiLi. He would walk from class to class

without notebook, ,,Aler or pencil, sit down wheru he

belonged and stay an hour, moving on to the next class

in the same way, his grade school teachers described

him as very lazy and very disinterested in all that

went on around him. one teacher remarkeu, "Barring

none, he was the laziest boy I have ever had, but he-
made the loudest irotest hen he received failing

grades. he always thought he had done his work,"

This she believed due to the fact that he discussed

the days proceedings at hoiie with _is mother who

blamed the teacher and tried to justify her boy. He

returned to school with the attitude that others had

to do what they were told but that he did not.
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Luring his four years in high school this same

behavior prevailed. '.che writer had many prolonged

opportunities to observe him carefully. One would

hardly believe that a person could sit through a day's

routine vithout doing something, but this was his case.

mays on etd, course after course, he came unprepared,

took no part in the discussion, never attempted an

answer nor volunteered to :;erform in any way. When

choices in subject matter were extenced, e never made

a selection - he was always assined, This was always

followed by the assertion that he did not get what he

wanted - while the others did. It was his frequent

habit in the writer's class for him to )ut his head

down on his arms and apparently go to sleep. When ad-

monished for this he would raise up If way and lean

on his elbow, listlessly chewing his gum. He was,

without doubt, the most spineless creature the writer

ever e_Lcouatered.

Any fees, book reJ.t or magazine subscriptions

payable to the teacher were seldom collected until one

asked for it many times reaching the point of embar-

rassment to both. Frequently, he would allow this

debt to go so long that his cord would be held up by

his teacher at the end of the term until the debt was
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cleared. i.11 of this was unnecesswy as he must have

had the money to ha in the beinning but like a spoil-

ed child he knew more would be forthcoming if he spent

it. iihen called to the office for neglecting this ob-

ligation he would promise to pay it tomorrow, which to-

morrow continued to be li. e all of the others.

his mother would make her visits the school

always with the attitude of upholding the boy, emphasiz-

ing how well he applied hiself at hose and how she

felt sure his work must be up. She could never seem

to understand why he was poorly graded when lie seemed

to be complying with the rehuests made at school. The

writer had tuo occasio.la in three years to explain his

wanton idleness, his daily lassitude, his zero inter-

est and his repeated delinquency of meeting his obliga-

tions. The mother manifested surprise at hearing

these charges and in front of the boy tried to explain

them away, finding reasons for all of them. ._die was

sure we uid not understand him following up these re-

marks by extollin: his praises as seen elsewhere. it

always appeared to be a great shock to her that he

had not paid his fees, for which she had been an

ample source of supply. she was courteous, but aloof

and critical toward the teachers. Ude had the feeling
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that she never went away convinced or changes in her

original feeling when she came.

however, as time passed by and due to the fact

that he was not absent too much, he finally gathered,

in four years, enough credits to graduate with a three

yer industrial diplolHa. :.'ior to his graduation

those teachers who were castinc the final vote of

whether to ass him or not which would lead to his

graduation, finally determined that at his age and

with his past record, school, as such, was not doing

him any further good and that for the good of the

school as well as that of the boy it would be better

to put him through. This was done. One could not

help but feel comjeasvted somewhat, when on the night

of his graduation, the family were there to see him

get his 6iploma and he failed to arrive. his mother

offered no comment but remained haughty and indiffer-

ent while the daughter made this laughing remark.

"-ell he must have gone some place ecause he left

home all dressed up." Later a cheek was made by the

office to determine if anything had happened but

with no result. hen the mother was asked if her son

nau a job yet she replied, "No, T. want :im to stay
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home awhile a_LU lest."

Notations on his immanent record card were:

"Lazy" - "Unreliable" - "Spoiled Child"

"rails to Beet obligations."

This case history seems to offer reasonable

proof that attendance in a soecial school is not al-

ways a cure for every maladjustment nor variation of

individual differences. Luring those earlier years

viler' this boy was younger and not yet of an employ-

able age, school, was the only outlet for the use of

his ti. e and it served as a proper environment in

vhich to place him, but as he grew older and advanc-

ed into the upper division of high school the over-

;1.,otecting influence of his home environment and

maternal care made school and its activities seem

less desirable and of little value to the boy. To

have idaced him in an environment of imoersonal in-

difference where something was de:Tianded of him,

might have been a nearer solution to his :)roblem of

extre:m laziness aad parkered home life. The school's

efforts to b]-ing him up to any degree of scholastic
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success seemed to meet with rebuffs, sneers and un-

judicial critici., it soeus to the writer that the

only possible good abin high jchool did this boy

was to keep him off the streets rather than to have

him idling his time away in questionable places. It

is further the opinioh of the writer that the school

eid hiu an unjustifiable harm in granting him a diplo-

ma of Lraduution in view of the fact that he had not

satisfactorily completed his requimAents. This ex-

perieace may leave a lasting influence of false

values which he may try to apply to ;.nriy life situa-

tions.
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ECONCLIC HANDICAP

Case iumber 0, with an I.,. 122, was graduat-

ed from the eighth grade at the age of 14 years with a

regular diplona which ,:ermitLed him to attend any high

school in the city. He first enrolled in a large, tra-

ditional se:,00l but found himself friendless, unhapAr

and discouraged. Liter three days in "Lis overwhelming

situation he cede voluntarily, accomoanied by his

mother, to enroll in jabin Nigh

Aever has a more forlorn picture of poverty

gassed before the writer's eyes. The boy was very

in staturs thin, unkem)t and ragea. ly

his face and hands showed signs of a recent washing.

is very dirty and soiled clothes, barely hanging

together, were much too large for him. he stood

_ervously first on one foot and then on te other,

figeting with a coat -utton that was anging by a

thread. On close observation one could see his flash-

ing brown eyes rapidly taking in all that was going

on around him. nth a pleasant ft-,ce anu a friendly

smile when spoken to, he gave the imoression of a

lonely, friendless little crature who was hungry

for attention and a chance to mingle with others of
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of his shoulders and a pathos in the delicate featur-

ed face that lade a strong ap:eal. In spite of his

terribly unkempt appearance the boy was in Good health

with the exception of occasional dental care which had

been provided by the school's dental clinic from tiLae

to time.

Standing beside was his mother as shabbily

dressed as he, but sorlewhat cleaner. her clothes also

wore ill fittihc, soiled, ragged and patched, beazing

in every respect the as,ect or cast off wearing ap-

arel which had been given to her. Her body was bent

and fragile looking, readily giving the impression of

hard toil and little rest, She wore a depressed,

care worn expression, and deep lines of worry, trouble,

and anxiety Liade her look much older than her years.

)he was a woman of very little etAlcation which wrA5

indisputable as soon as she started to spe,k. healiz-

ing her shortcomi4gs in appearance as well as educa-

tion, she was nervous and ill at ease while waiting

her turn to see the principal. She had ooze, of

course, to enroll her son in school where Laybe he

would "fit in better" and be ha ,pier than he had been

among "so many bigger boys" than he. She explained
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how far away they lived and that she had heard that in

some cases street car transportation was provided for

those too Door to pay for their own. .:Le also under-

stood that :.any boys of Sabin were in very poor circum-

stances as they were, which fact led her to believe

that uayte her br)y would be happier and more contented

here than where he had teen going. Llie referred to his

enrollment as a trial procedure to see if he would like

it better.

The boy was enrolled and his high school work

began in much the reular fashion. It was arrauced

that tickets be Given him for school transportation as

well as milk with his noon lunches, which were very

scanty, if and wLen he had one. It was most apparent

that his clothes wore beyond further repair, so gar -

merits were found to supply his heeds. Old shoes, that

would fit him, were located and repaired in the shoe

shop and an overcoat was given to him as well as other

miscellaneous articles ;Aich as school supplies and

food stuffs' from the cafeteria. An N.Y.A. job was ar-

ranged that gave him a few hours of work a month that

netted him eight or ten dollars which he said went for

groceries at home. He was a Good little worker, fast
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and quick, seeming to delight in finis :ink; before

others were hardly started. he took an unusual in-

terest in washing cars aad from his auto shop class

he learned to do this job so efficiently that he was

soon fiading odd jobs here and there washing cers for

other people. It was soon obvious to his teachers

that he was mentally superior in every way to the sur-

roundin7s in which he had been placed, which was under-

standable, however, when one knew the economic back-

ground of his environment.

The home was as shabby and decrepit as its oc-

cupants. It was described to the writer by the visit-

ing nurse as one of the worst she had visited. be-

sides being bare and stricken of any semblance of com-

fort, it was dirty, cold, and smelly.

As the boy's own father was dead, he became

the innocent victim of a hif crazy, drunken step-

father who frecueatly resorted to beatings as a means

of emphasizing his authority. This situation had Gone

on for some ti e while the cA.ld was owerless to do

anything about it, but, as he was growing older, he

now resdonded to such treatment with returned hatred

and an attempt at self--)rotection.

his attendance in school was regular with a re-
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cord of very few tarCies. Un the other Land, he was

freLuently at school long before necessary, as it was

the most inviting place he had to go, where people were

pleasant and he could find a warrie comfortable corner

without tho abuse of an angry stew- father. Luring one

of these brutal attacks the boy, now older and strong-

er, engaged in a regular fist light with his step-

father, who, although he successfully beat up the boy,

also took eomewhat of a beating hiiiself. The minier,

realizing the seriousness of her husband's threats

to kill the boy, apetled to the court of .Wmcstio he-

lations which took the lad out of the home and placed

hi,. in a boarding horse for proper care and protection.

The lad became adjusted to his school surround-

ings and apparently was fitting in nicely. he made

friends with some of those boys his age besides be-

coming a favorite with his teachers. he was eager,

responsive, LiLld lert, anxious to be busy all of the

the even to the point of asking for extra assign-

ments. his teachers were frequently challenged to

find something extra for him to do in order to keep

him busy. These idle moments were so on filled with

mischievious antics of some sort which, very in-

equently but occasionally, resuted in him having
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to go to the office for a consultation, to which he

responded like a little eentleman and die not repeat

again too soon.

his grade average was very high in all of his

subjects which indicated that he was wholly capable

of high school work in any school, but, because of his

poor environment at home and his inability to apeear

like other boys, e was noticeably happier among the

from a comparable situation. Although he took soee

shop courses, ho ex Tossed little interest in working

with his hands. His eajor interest was centered in

science and history, where he earued excellent grades

and in which he bece absorbed to the extent of go-

ing to the library at night to lecrn more.

barn amber 9 was enrolled at Sabin high

school two years, which brought him u3 to the age of

sixteen. having become more mature and better capa-

ble of managing his own affair:., he was now anxious to

transfer to another high nchool where opportunities

for greater achievement were available. his applica-

tion for a transfer was readily granted as the advis-

ability of it was unquestioned.

The writer rzue a recent ceeck on his progress

in his new school environment whel'e it was learned
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in science and mathel:iatics toward graduation and has

earned good .-rades in all of the history he has taken

so far. J glish is uresenting some difficulty, as he

has failed N 4 and E 5, but, has passed E 7 Ath a 4

average. heasons for this failure were unobtainable,

but without doubt, the subject of this case history

will pick up his ..aglish requirounts next year and

will continue on to a satisfactory crnapietion of his

high school work.

altiLLRY

The need of a eoecial school 'could seldom be

much greater tuan it was in t is case. For a boy or

girl to be forced day cuter day into an environment

or suroundings where his ego was crushed and beaten

and his pride destroyed would surely be almost aacugh

reason to justify child criminality. The needs of the

boy in tlris case were not educational, as that could

come later, but tLe iramediste solution to his problem

was self orientation. :Albin high school recognized

that his physical needs were far greater than his men-

tal and it vas from this standpoint that treatrLoht of

his case began. It is highly probable of course,
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that this boy with his mental ability would have ob-

tained a high school education in spite of his econ-

omic handicaps, but it is also xobable that, ae a

result, he might :.ave boon strongly embittered toward

a cruel and unkind society which offers little hope

for tose who are less fortunate than those who plan

the scheme of things. -estoration of his self re-

s-ect and elimination of unkind competition vies the

need to be Licit in tams case until the boy Led his feet

on the ground and felt capable and eager to take his

place among those of e-ual ability.
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EXCESSIVE TIMILITY

Case .Lumber 10 was 17 years of age aad had an

I.a. of 73. -e was recoraaended to Sabin high School

at the completion of his grade school on the basis of

his achievemeat test records. This case history, how-

ever, is being presented, briefly, as f i example of ex-

cessive timidity in which the aersonality of the party

involved has beca erectly affected and about which ja-

bin high School is slowly reaching a possible solu-

tion. This study was linited in its review of contri-

buting factors, inasmuch as there was little varia-

tion from the average routine of a hum drum existence

and little of as interesting or colorful activity in

the life of the boy.

trace number 10 was a nice, clean appearing,

young boy who was always well cared for in resaect to

clothing, books, lunches, aac aufficieat money. ho

had no physical aefects except thL.t he wore glasses

which were nit unbecomina:, to his ince but rather gave

him an "old man" look. he was developing normally in

a physical way witL the proper. height and weight for

his age. his health records showed him normal in

good physical condition.
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his CreaLest and marked deficiency was that of

excessive timidity which was Ii e a cloak of misfor-

tune from which he could not free hiself. he was a-

lone at all times, ate his lunch by himself away from

the others, anu in every way seemed to avoid human

com.,)anionship. -11 the street car he sat with bowed

head, harCly daring to look at or 7,atch the normal ac-

tivity going on around him. The writer has often seen

him board the street car on vhieli she was riding and,

with one hasty .lance of recognition, look cuickly

away and thus continue to direct his apparent inter-

est elsewhere rather than rick being asked a question

or having to engage in the most simple fora of con-

versation.

This some characteristic carried eve: into the

class room where life soemed almost unbearable nor hi_;.

lie was assigned to one of the writer's classes when he

first enrolled in cabin and it was here tnat the in-

vestigator had opportunity to make some observation of

his limitations. The boy was in the writer's class

for four and one-half months, at the end of which time

he seemed as frightened and shy as he did in the be-

ginning. he would enter the room with a bashful,
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hunted look and slip into his seat to remain immovable

and silent. over did he volunteer an answer. A-ever

did he answer oven if drawn out. lie would hung his

head with apparent sham, c su _. inv embarrasment to all

in the room. tie seemingly could not bring himself to

utter a sound in the presence of others. .dthout

doubt, he knew an answer to many a question but :ould

not indicate it, he .ede a passing average of 4 in

the course he was taking, based upon whet he was able

to put down on the written page. That vac the only

ti .e the writer had him in class during the two years

he has been in 6abin but from his other teachers it

was learned that his troubles were equally as great in

their courses.

he was the older son of fairly intelligent

parents, both of whom had only a grade school eaucw-

tien. The mother was very much like her son, in that

she was unusually shy, retiring, and backward. On

occasions of school fuhctions she attended faithfully

and suported the school by manifesting as interest in

its progress, but she refrained from engaging or be-

ing engaged in a conversation. If she was forced

into a situation of that kind, she smiled sweetly

but confined her ansliers to such monosyllables as
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"yes" or "no".

The father, however, was ..ore socially adept.

He was known over the city as a fairly good ventrilo-

quist and as a result wa;; featured frequently at i.iany

social gatherings. lie moved about with a friendly

smile and sees .ea to feel quite comfortable among

7eople. he held a steady position wit'__ : :aster and

Kleiser, the salary from which appeared to be suffi-

cient to provide for his family.

ease limber 10 was very regular in all of his

school .abits. if, perchance, he waz absent, he

brought his excuse without delay. he was seldom tardy

nor in any way asked for favors outside the usual pro-

cedures. is grades were poor but passing in all of

his academic subjects except electric shop, where he

was making a noticeable response. Through this inter-

est a way may be found to unlock the secret of his per-

sonality if such can be accomplished. .,s he became

very interested in this subject and showed ability in

it, he was siw7led out and Dace shop foreman, which

duty and responsibility forced him to some decree of

self assertion. In the opinion of the shop teacher,

Le has, vifthin the past yer, improved greatly and
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has been making great strides in personality develop-

ment. It is the plan of the teacher to let him con-

tinue ia as much electric saop work as he veill take

as it may ,.rove to be the field .Jf oocui;ational acti-

vity in which he will be successful.

Other teachers have reported an atmosphere of

general friendliness on his part toward the boys and

a casual relaxation of former tension in the class room

which pointed in the direction of a cradual adjustment.

Up to the 7)resent the boy has taken no interest

in school organizations, but as he still has two more

years of high school training, it is believed by the

writer that he will adjust himself more and more with-

in that length of tine.

SULU ARY

To have Ldaced this boy in the atmosphere of a

regular, traditional high school, %diere great numbers

make up the population of the school, would nave im-

mediately resuitod in failure and defeat for him. In

a large school room he would have met with severe com-

,,etition and no opportunity to find himself or to be-

come acquainted with his instructors that they might
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help him. Daily his need would go unnoticed anti, as

time advanced, he would probably drop out from sheer

discouragement if not from outright fuilure. The slow

:,rogram of .klbin High ,Lichool and the small classes are

offering so: 1e kind of a chance to this boy w:.o uradual-

ly can ake a1 1 adjustment if he in given time enough.

The interest and undo: standing sympathy of his teach-

ers will, in the end, be mostly responsible for what-

ever success this lad might have, as they are sub-

stituting courage, kindness, and praise instead of re-

quirements, der and refusals.



CHAPTER IV

DEVICES AND METHODS USED IN SABIN HIGH SCHOOL
WHICH LEAD ToWARD ALJUSTMENT

The Curriculum

The curriculum of Sabin High School represents

the educational philosophy upon which the school has

been organized. This is the pivot around which all ac-

tivity must revolve and upon which consideration for in-

dividual needs must be based. The educational goal

for a group of maladjusted boys of secondary level

should be the development of an all round effective

personality, the ability to be self supporting, and to

become a good citizen. If this goal is reached it can

only be done by _Elvin been )rovided with a flexible

and enriching choice of subject matter and experi-

ences while in school.

At Sabin, the i)rogrem of the so-called acadeia-

ic school is a modified curriculum which offers a

field end scope of learning that will be meaningful

to the learner and one which will lead in a direct

path to a later life of stability and economic

i:ient. .irerett
24

writes:

24 INerett, :.;a[duel, The Community School, p. 12
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i'urposeful activity, facing actual
situations, acting on thinking-
these three t.2.ken together seem to
Live the needed backgrot;nd for our
process.

This kind of learning is more effective if it

is based upon a vital interest and involves a real pur-

pose and reconition of value on the dart of the leal-

er. ,crinkle points out that the essential steps in

curriculum planning, are:

1. Identification of the desired
behavior outcohies.

2. ecognition of the real jrob-
lems and interests of youth.

3. The organization of a flexible,
instructional progr:m which will
rzke it possible for the student
to engaLe in learning activities
based upon his interests and
needs.

It is with this point of view that the curri-

culuii of 1.L.6abin High School is planned. The pro-

gram includes academic, exploratory and pre-vocation-

al courses in conjunction with occupational training

and inforaion. Here, the coice depends upon the

interests and abilities of the boy. regular academic

work is available and stressed for those who have lit-

tle or no mechanical aptitude. These courses are

25 Wrinkle, Wm. L. "A Basis for Curriculum Planning."
Curriculum journa , v. 11, No. 5, pp. 230-231

l -0
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geared down to the pace of the slow lear.ler so that

e finds himself progressing more sue essfully than

has formerly been his experience. on the other hand,

most academic requirements are set up so that a boy

may transfer, if desirable, to n regular high school

situation. regular acsdemic courses are taught

which are necessary for a general four :;ear uiploma,

although seventy-five per cent of past graduates pre-

ferred to fulfill only sufficient requirements to ob-

tain a three year industrial diploma. The above iiro-

gram is accompanied by elective sub lects such as oc-

cupations, JalesLianship, Uom.:erciul subjects, Leme-

dial heading, shops, Oral English, and ,usic.

Eight shop courses are offered which include

leather craft, sheet .petal, electric, auto repair,

wood working, art, metal craft, foods, aad cookery.

Shops are urged for all but especially emphasized for

those who have mechanical incliaatioas. Every boy is

encouraged to try his hand at each shop available in-

asmuch as it is felt that he may not realize his po-

tentialities in a field until he has had experience

in it. However, this is not a freed issue, hence,

there are a few who follow an academic course through-

out.
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Ingram26 has set up six points as a basis for

planning a program for slow learners which are:

1. It is advisable to dia.:over and
provide for the slow learner be-
fore habits caused by failure are
established.

2. it is advisable to work toward
"homogeneity" in group cite -up so
that program of the group can be
suited t,) tLe physical, mental and
social development of the indivi-
dual, v;ith possibilities for ad-
justment or )romotion from group
to group as the child shows develop-
ment.

3. There is need to focus emphasis
on the all round development and
progress of the individual for
each year he attends school, rather
than on his achievaaents in rela-
tion to normal standards for aca-
demie accomplishment.

4. There is need for a program that
will enable the child to ork whole-
heartedly toward definite standards
a;ld accomplishment from reek to
Week and from term to term and to
realize his progress toward these.

5. There is need for a carefully arti-
culated program suited to the slow
child's potetial abilities, acade-
ic and voctional, which will be pro -
gressive from school entrance to
school withdrawal.

6. i. ere is need for individual child
st'Ady and learning situations to the
liLiited capacities of slow learaers.

26 Ingrain, ristine; .:she zducation of the Learn-
in, Jhild. p. 386.
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Accordingly, the breadth and scope of the cur-

riculum of cabin high 6ohool Las be:.12 planaed with

much the same forethought. :Alice seventy-five per cent

of the student body might be classified as dull nolma,

it is readily appareat that the school's program is

built more for them.

GUIDANCE

The function of guidance is that of helping a

student to realize his capabilities to the fullest ex-

tent. je needs help in recognizing his abilities,

his limitations and his interests. he needs help in

understanding the ._robiems which confront hiLi whether

they be academic or social probloms in his daily con-

tacts. lie, likewise, needs help in analyzing the pos-

sible results of his -hoices, activities and goals of

which is capable of achieving. viritiag on guidance,

Douglas27 contributes the following:

True guidance, means more than as-
sistance to pupils in solving their
school careers. It is more than a
program of tasting and administra-
tive manipulation of groups of pupils;
it is an eductional philosophy which

27 i)ouglas, A.A., 4;ecoadary education. p. 255
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permeates the very fabric of the
school. Guidance is based on the
one hand, upon the abilities and
needs of individual on the
other, upon the activities in which
they engage as adults. It involves
discovery of individual capacities

interests, and adaptation of
school facilities so that these
capacities and interests may be de-
veloped to the advantage of the in-
dividual and of society.

Youth must learn to live and grow in situations

beyond the scho 1 room as well as ti_ose released from

the control and dominance of adults. Luring the se-

coadary school years the student must acquire a bal-

ance of interests and desires between those of chil-

dren and adults. At this age young people _need assis-

tance in developing an understanding of conditions

which exist in the world in which they are tp live.

The school should be concerned with guidance that will

help the individual to make adjustment to those is-

sues which will confront him in every day living.

hollingsworth 28 says:

Imotional control ,rows with the
years, by increLients of powers from
within. However, it is believed by
many psycholoLista that motional
maturity is much more influenced by

28 jollingsworth, Leta. the LLsycholog of the Ado-
lescent. p. 2u8.
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trainin and circumstances than
is any other phase of develop-
ent. It is believed that the

ulti.ate courage and patience of
a )erson are more nearly determin-
ed by what happens to him during
immaturity than is his height, the
thickness of his hair, or his capa-
city to learn algebra or music.
any failures could certainly be
averted if all major adjustments
of adolescense could be carried out
under enlightened guidance rather
than under the condition of blind
strut;; le which at present so -largely
prevails.

The guidance plan of cabin i4gh school is one

in -ich every Leacher is considered a counselor or

advisor. Through the medium of the registration room

each teacher is responsible for knowing, guiding,

checking and advising those pupils assigned to her

room. Cumulative records are ciade out by the instruc-

tor wien a boy first arrives in the school and are

passed on through each scceeding term to the regis-

tration teacher in turn who keeps the record up to

date with added data. This record touches every

phase of the boys life, such as background, abili-

ties, ealth, environment, interests, personality,

grades and behavior reports, good and bad. Informa-

tion obtained from these records can be A:led as a

basis for guidance.
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The importance of the school in the emotions

and conduct of the child iz; expressed by ',,achry29

when she writes:

The nature of the individuals to
be educated, their noeds es crow-
ing .:ersoas in their society, lo-
gically determine t1.c jolicies of
the educator with res-2,ect to them.
the scLool must, then, have a vic,Ik-
able understanding of each student
as 1.3 if it is to influence
constructively what he is to be-
COLO.

one instructor, acting in the capacity of

uidance counselor has '.:een allowed one free cried

a day for interviews with the students and for coun-

selling them. A course called GA.dance, required by

the school district to be given to all first terriers

in high school, and for which no credit is given, is

taught three periods a week by this counselor. phis

course is designed to aid the student in understand-

ing his school and himself, and in plrinning a Lust

successful approach to school and to a worth while

completion of it. other courses especially designat-

ed as Guidance courses are Qccu)ations, islesLaa-

ship, aad the Commercial subjects.

29 z,achry, Caroline b., .iimotion and Conduct in
Adolescence. p. 14.
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The Child Guidance Clinic often renders an in-

valuable service in acting as a balancing wheel be-

tween the child, the school and the home. Through

the activities of the visiting teacher, much informa-

tion can be secured as well as help and assiatance of-

fered guides teachers and parents alike to the

final solution of ,lany problems.

At prese,it, a placement service has not been

;A:A up as such, but principal and teachers have all

served in that capacity trying to locate boys in

jobs.

The work of the school psychologist combined

with that of the -Qrincipal render much needed guidance

in reaching the decisions necessary to refer and as-

sign the proper classifications of pupils to 6abin

High School. This service of the psychologist is

further relied upon for exclusions from the school

when necessary, as well as approvtil of trenslers to the

school when any question of advisability arises.

The i'syahometric Labratory plays an important

part in the guidance program of the school. 'joys

are tested in a variety of mechanical aptitude tests

some of which are finger dexterity, manual dexterity,

mechanical assenbly, wiggly block test, typing and
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and vocabulary usage. The Bernreuter lersenality

Tests are likewise given. The results of these tests

are available to a teacher at any tiLie and can be

used as a eacuring rod to the student tested.

Teachers frequently resort to a criticvl

sis of these test results to help determine what steps

to take with a boy or how to advise him further. The

tests also in:Acate the boys aptitude for certain sub-

ject matter in which he m_ght waste credits and ti e

before finding out that he is tackling a hopeless

task. ...ore use could be made of these test results

in the guidance progrsm than is now being done, but

more time and education of teachers will be necessary

to bring this about.

TRACliERS

vloseibly no single factor is more important

in helping, to prevent maladjustment than that of the

personality of the teacher. .chool administrators

too often forget that teachers are human beings and

have personalities quite as definite as children and

nowhere, unless in the home, is the effect of one per-

sonality upon another greater than in the school

room. Children always learn more by example than by
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precept. Teachers, rho are emotiondly unstable,

who have frustrated ai.d repressed perso,alities, do

a Great amount of harm. In the administration of

schools, recognition can be given to Jersonalities of

both pupils and teachers in the assignment of pupils

to various divisions in the school and the school

'dist not hesitate to change a pupil's program as of-

ten as necessary in order to secure an adjustment on

the part of the pupil's personality to the personali-

ty of the teacher in the Group in which he is plac-

ed.

Loynton, Lugger & Turner30 state that:

men the study of teachers is looked
at in its entirety, it seems to gAve
very definite, clear cut evidence
to the effect thvt emotionall, un-
stable teachers 'Lead to have associ-
ated with then children who tend to-
ward iAstability, whereas emotionally
stable teachers tend to be associat-
ed with more emotionally stable pup-
ils.

kental health should be a cardinal
aim of school training; yet if teach-
ers are selected who are 'IA in con-

30 Boynton, .:aul.; DucL;ac, .arriet; Thrner, Label.
"The notional stability of Teachers and Pupils."
Journal of Juvenile -esearch. v. 10, Jo. 4,
oct. 1934, p. 232
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trol of themselves it would seem
that we have evidence that in
only two months of association
with their children those teach-
ers tend to distort their pupils
points of view or upset their ii:en-
tal health.

A teacher must cultivate tLe ability to recog-

nize clearly ell defects and ,secularities in conduct

end character, without any feeling of bla e, resent-

ment, or horror at the discovery. jhe needs first

to have her iueas well established concerning whet is

desirable and what is undesirable; and then to aim

to eradicate the one and cultivate the other; but

this cannot be done by the teacher who has riot learn-

ed to _;roject herself into all the conduct of the chil-

dren, with tolerance and understanding. Clear vision,

self control, and discreet common sense are truly

essentials of a s)ecial school teacher or administra-

tor. Aorejen31 brings out the fact that:

Too frequently wo find teachers
and court workers who have not ar-
rived at a satisfactory emotional
maturity themselves, and conse-
quently are not in a position to
evaluate the child's problems in
a completely objective and unbias-
ed manner. in such situations any

31 Lvejen, Victor ".ivaluating the Adjustment of
school Children." Journal of .ducetional ocio-
logy, v. 13, xebIuary, 1920 p. 326
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attempt to rehabilitate may ag-
gravate rather than alliviate
those conditions which cause dis-
satisfactions.

.'he faculty of cabin LiGh choul is chosen

with these above mentioned qualities in mind and it

is seldom that personality conflicts, as such, are

uncovered. Besides .eing selected on the basis of

their training in the subject -atter they represe.it,

they are likewise considered seriously for particular

qualities which should make tom rood advisers.

There are equally as many men on the faculty

as women which toads toward a well bolanced environ-

ment for the boys. I: few lads who are being raised in

an abnormal atmosphere of only father and brothers

find their only contact with =nen to be that of their

lady teac .era. This situe.ticn can be reversed to in-

clude those boys whe live only with their mothers and

sisters.

The work in all classes is highly individualiz-

ed. in fact, it might be said there are as many me-

thods as there are pupils. dell classes tLici indivi-

dual atteAtion is the keynote to whatever success the

student may lay clai. The size of the classes seldom
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exceeL twenty.

:,lass periods are one hour. In all academic sub-

jects this proves very beicficinl as it affords thirty

minutes of the hour for supervised study, reading, or

lesson )rejaration. This i)racticdlly eliminates any

need for home work which in almost every case is wast-

ed effort. The short teacLing perid lessens the nec-

essar; atte.:tion s an which is more in conformity with

the limited intercsts and mental ability of the group.

Diagnostic testo are used extensively, especial-

ly in heading, i nglish and Lathenatics, to determine

the actual placement of the student. Viork be, ins at

that point for till:A pupil. It is much more desirable

to build upon success, a given point of achievement,

than to start with fA.lure. In this respect, Kirk
32

writes:

Democratic society is committed
to the program of educating all
the children of all the people
regardless of their intelligence.
Every child should be educated to
develop fullest canabilities
so that he can live a happy use-
ful life. This cLes not mean that
the educational system can educate
all by the same methods or to the

32 Kirk, :-;acluel A. Teaching -eading to ,low Learn -
ii children, 13
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same levels of achievement.
Through appropriate educa-
tion, however, even those at
the lower intellectual levels
can be aided.

Freedom from the traditional rethods of teach-

ing school is greatly encouraged and advocated in Sa-

bin iigh 6chool. Teachers have readily adapted the

excursion aethod of .)resenting facts. The writer has

conducted ccupation classes throuch twenty -one dif-

ferent ineustriee in and around the city. .:tier teach-

ers have foliciwed suit. The science department, the

leather shop, foods and civic classes have all follow-

ed this method "seeing is believing."

While many methods are accessary to teach essen-

tials, the major aim of all class room teachers is t,:)

train for what miJit be thought of as by-products of

living; - those qualities which maize for human fit-

ness, - such as cleanliness, courtesy, punctuality,

cheerfulness, truthfulness, ability ta work with

others, a res)ect for materials, an apreciation for

standards of work, a sense of fairness, and the right

attitude toward one in authority. A teacher who fails

to seize an opportunity for building up these qtr:lities

should certainly not be a teacher of maladjusted pupils

and human misfits.
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STUDINT 6RGANIZATIONS

No phase of education is any more important

than that of belonging to and taking part in school

affairs. To the child who has always been on the

outer fringe of activity, an op,.ortunity to becoiae a

;:art of it or perhaps a leaner in it, -riay Le ti,e un-

suspected turning point of his life. fay schoA. is

in itself, a socializing agent but that dies not mean

for all, especially where nurA)ers are so great that

only a few have a chance. Blair
33

points out this

need when tie s,ys:

Education should consider it a
part of its responsibility to
stimulate in pupils of uen-
tality Lreater interest in scizol
activities, hobbies and worth
wk.ile reacting. It c'n do this
by providing greater opportuni-
ties for these individuals to
engage in such activities during
school hours.

ceveral organizations exist at cabin .igh

School, of which the student council is the most im-

p It is tade up of those who arc elected by

33 Blair, Glenn L. i.entally '-uperiol. and Inferior
Children in the junior and :senior high -chools,
Bureau of kublications, Teac.Ler's College, Colum-
bia university, iew York, p. 64
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popular vote of the student body to serve on the coun-

cil. ..ratters of 8011001 importance are decided by the

members .;f the council, which service, renders a

Great oportunity to teach loyalty', responsibility,

and leadership.

rs.ther clubs to which boys may belong are the

Letterman's Club for all who have eared c scnool let-

ter in any phase of A,':Aetic activity. its -Tesent

enrollment is that of twenty-five members. The group

meets once a wee::. Their purpose is to Tomote fair

play and clean sportsmanship as displayed not only in

activities of an athletic nature: but also in competi-

tive matters of all kinds. They try to arouse the

necessary school spirit to J;alt over school functions.

The hi-Y Club is a branch of the Y.x...C.A.

Boys crolled in this group are a select group who

are voted ins, one by one, by popular approval of tliose

belonging. 'llese boys stld for clean living, high

ideals, staunch morals, and promotion of wholesome

activities in school and out.

A Camera Club Eradually been attracting

the attention of those who are photogr::phic onthu-
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siasts. Jam to the expense of equipment cessary to

keep up such a hobby, many boys are eliminated from

belonging to this group, who right otherv.ise be in-

terested. The Camera Jlub consists of about ten _em-

bers, 11 of whom took an active interest in helping

to take and develop the pictures for the Sabin Lich

School Album, a publication which was publis-ed in

June, 1941 ior the fiist tie.

The 1:per otaff is composed of those boys who

are registered for sixth or seventh term English.

English taught in this grouD takes the place of a

class in Jouraalis2 whose duty it is to supervise

the publicriou of the school er called the Sabin

Globe.

The tire 6quad looks after proper execution of

fire drills and school traffic ,',robls. One by

from each recistration room is elected or appointed

to serve on the squad. It is his duty to see that all

windows and doors are closed and lights out before he

leaves the room during a fire drill.

The :senior and Junior classes arc organized

with officers excutiag the Llecessary duties of their

offices. sdthough the Glee .vlub and LLiid area part

of the curriculum, they are considered clubs to which
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the boys belong, all of which offers a further means

for public expression.

AS3EiBLIE6

eekly asseAplies are held which serve another

outlet for self expression and public i.erformance. To

many, who lave no outside interests or conaectious,

their only diversion besides the neighborhood movie is

the weekly assclibly at school. It is the plan of the

administration that the boys concuct as many asseAplies

as possible throughout the year so as to cultivate the

feeling that it is their program.

On two occasions /an "amateur hour" was worked

out by the studeats which drew freely from amonc those

individuals who felt they were able to ,:eriorm in any

way. ao one was barred regardless of how feeble a

contribution he !lad to .Jake. To the surpiiae of the

faculty hidden talent was uncovered which formerly

was coinc unnoticed until the boys stimulated each

oti,er to try out. it was t1As factor which brought

out the aeed of pupil plan progrL,ms as often as

possible.



CILAPTIE V

SUMYALY

The adoption of the mentrl test as a measurement

of intellionce has resulted in the recognition of indi-

vidual differences, which has become the basis of new

educational practices, new methods of teaching, new or-

ganization within the schools and new re uireuents for

teacher training. Jince the recognition that school

fzlilure is not always due to lack of a:Jaication and in-

dustry but to other maladjustments and deficiencies, it

has become evident that the sane material, the same

methods and the same time limits cannot be used for all

students who now appear in our schools for training.

hue to changed social and economic conditions

and to regulations for compulsory attendance, the pub-

lic school must assume responsibility for the educa-

tion and development of each child. hducation which

includes traininc that contributes to a better, hap-

pier individual and more im roved edonomic condition

for that individual is most valuable. '.hen looked

at in its chitirety, it is ovide-t that some form of

special school organization is im.L:drative. Usually

school systems adopt a modification of the individual

program, arrnming for special classes within the

school or provide special schools to meet the needs
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and abilities of tese boys and girls who are clas-

sified as variants or atypical children.

Sabin high is a six year high Jchool for a-

typical and maladjusted boys between the ages of 14-

20 years of ago. These boys enroll voluntarily or are

recomiended from other elementary or secondary schools

in the city of lortland, :regon. any types of 4 '41-

adjustments are recognized among the student body but

this study atta_:)ts to 1-eseLt a cross section of the

population, each case history represeating one of the

most outstanding types of maladjustments found in the

school. The case histories are an outgrowth of data

collected by reviewing all available records, personal

interviews with students, parents, and other teachers,

and personal observation of the student at work in

his school euvironmeat. The intelligence quotients

of those cases selected vary from 73 to 122.

jauses of failure as reviewed in tLis tosis

cover such factors as mental retard tion, over solici-

tous m-Ahering, physical handicaps, e:josight, broken

home, overage, reading difficulty, truancy, excessive

timidity and tLe self -su,T rting boy. No

factor in any case studied could be designated as

the sole cause of aaladjustment. lertinant data as
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submitted in the case histories revolve around the home,

early school success, poor study habits, physical wadi-

caps, truancy and tidAdity, all bearing in some extent

upon the adolescent maladjustment.

The writer attempts to present an aaalysis of

the school and its methods of reaching a more success-

ful solution of the many problems with which it is

faced. .;auses of adjustment or maladjustment are often

educcAional in nature. ..eatal conflicts often spring

from the individual's lack of ability to make proper

adjustments to his physical or social environment. but

making efficient or fealty adjustments is often .:erely

a matter of learning ability. :.Dome of the data pre-

sented attempt to show that some intellectual, emotion-

al or social difficulties and co4111cts have been pro-

duced by the deLand:. in the home or in the schbol to

which the child has not learned to adjust hiself

properly.

The progral:i or Sabin high School is considered

remedial in nature. 1.s it Las been aptly put, the

school is a "hospital for educatiorml ills." hero no

two cases are exactly alike and no two remedies the

same. it might be said that there arc as many methods

as there are pupils. The cc o-1 does not attempt to
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conform to those theories and ')ractices of the tradi-

tional school nor does it force all children to follow

one curriculum. ::ith a flexible and elastic orogrem

every child is viewed in the liojot of his needs, abi-

lities and interests, and, thereupon placed into the

routine of the school accordingly. 11:very child is al-

lowed to orogress as fast as he can in each branch of

study and when deficiencies are encountered reoodial

i.,etaods are employed to remove this stumbling block

as soon as possible. ..ethods of instruction are

slowed up to meet the rate of orogress of which the

student is capable. oubject matter is simplified

or geared down to the mental Grasp of the pupil. The

school tries to discover what potentialities each

pupil may possess, to capitalize his asset:, to

stimulate his creativeness, and to develop a success

morale.

Those faculty members who are broad in sympa-

thy and understanding substitute encouragement in

,,lace of deoaAds. 4preciative guidance replaces

over-direction accoinicd by a minimum of interfer-

ence or suppress ion. Teachers realize that constant-

ly to correct, to cri-L.cize, dictate, Oo-ihste, and
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to control the child's methods is ,aramount in dim-

inis: ing his self confidence, assurrance, and applica-

tion.
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CONCLUSILN2

iLfter a careful study of the field of special

education and the c. uses of the malc.djustmei.t of

thousands of boys and girls in school systems today,

and in cabin high school in )articular, the writer

has drawn the following conclusions:

1. That there is a vast aced of education for

children who deviate from the normal to the extent

that they are unable to avail themselves fully of the

educational facilities offered to the larger aver age

group. The writer is more deeply aware of the need

for establishment of special classes or special

schools with a scieatific diagnosis as a basis of

assicameat to the type of school offered.

2. that there is an immediate need for soe-

cialized training of teacleis in the fiolc f spe-

cialized education a.id for which a caorrespoading

salary compensation is essential.

3. That adolescents are confru..ted with

any and serious Tobie,s over which they cannot ex-

ercisi any ceitr1 but which interfere seriously

with their learning ability and social adjustabi-
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lity to a group. 'This factor is responsible for the

vast aced of an eflective guidance program in all pub-

lic schools.

4. That there is ai increaLAnc need for so-

called extre-curricular activities in all schools.

This should include a wide and varied selection which

opens avehues to all, so that these children of lower

ability mi7,ht be heard to some extent in the manage-

ment or student affoirs.

That the so- Called stijfma as attached to

children of lesser or different abilities, be remov-

ed as quickly as possible. In many io.stances teach-

ers are as much to blame for the continuation of the

existence of this stigma as the average layman but

with their combined efforts, education might be re-

garded not as "special" but as a different education

for different types of people.

C. That less emphasis be placed on the inter-

oretation of the 1. . and more attention be given to

other contri uting factors such as health, home en-

viroame,,t, and social adjustability. loo many teach-

ers, use the I.,. as a crutch oa which to lean or as

a basis for final judgeme:A.
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7. That segregation of maladjusted adoles-

cents is advisable for two reasons. (1) The cur-

riculum can be more eriched and ..ore methods em-

5loyed toward adjustment when only one sex has to

be considered. (2) In the presohce of admitted

filadjustLient, the combination of sexes sometimes

increases and intensifies the aladjustment, mak-

ing adjustment prolonged or delayed.

S. That the majority of problems with which

adolescohts are confronted, are, to a large extent,

remediable if acknowledged aaa corrected early enough

and by the use of proper methods.
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ItEC awalTDATIONS

In the light of this study and its resulting

conclusions the writer believes the following recom-

mendetions are justified:

1. Teachers assigned to special schools

should be well traiaed in the field abnormal psy-

chology and mental hygiene. oducationel psychology

and teaching experieacearenot enough. Those teach-

ers should be well adjusted in their own persoaali-

a ies.

imroved guidance plan which embraces

a placemet service centered in one ,person with

time allowed to that ,7,erson for follow up work which

is indispensable.

3. That each teacher be allowed one free

period a day for individual counselling so that the

student becomes accustoed to this and oaken

use of it. oonfereoees Oetween teacher and pupil

of a confideotial nature connot be enoouraged in the

presenco of others.

4. The present marking system should be re-

moved. On the one 1and we remove competitioa, and

on the other we restore it. otudent's work should

be marked satisfactory or unsatisfactory.
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5. Certificate of .t.ward or ,Atendance Liplo-

ma should be gra_lted to those who .ave out ,rown the

school or those who are capable of complying with the

school's require:.ents for craduation.

6. Increased school activities such as more

games, social dancing, tennis tea. s, badminton, add

Ping -pond; should be irovided. 11 th se and more

should be available during lunch or recreation ner-

iods, as participation in games and sports contribut-

ed much to the proper development of 7)ersortality.

7. - -ore time of the visiting teacher should

be alloted to abin High L,chool than is now the pre-

sent practice. One half a day or week is only suf-

ficient to touch the surface of the needs of many.

8. The earollaent of cabin high echool

should not be allowed to exceed its resent level

as too large an earollent will defeat the school's

purpose, unless supplied accordingly with a larger

teaching corps end added facilities to accomodate

adequately this increaLe.
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